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The application of artificial intelligence (AI) to real world problems can not
be over emphasised. Early adopters are reaping great benefit of such appli-
cation to health care and hospitality. This research work started with the
application of AI and machine learning (ML) to diagnose diseases but quickly
metamorphosed into applying it to automate a wine bar.
Chapter 2 discusses an indepth literature review of AI/ML, diseases and
other scholarly work. In chapter 3 of this thesis, the researcher proposed
a newer way of combining the features to predict the presence of chronic
kidney disease in patients. Three feature selection algorithms were used to
simulate the experiences of three medical practitioners to come up with the
best method of diagnosing a case. Chapter 4 proposed a tree-based algorithm
in which the splitting criteria were a measure of centre of tendency (median)
and the child nodes were modelled with logistic regression. This resulted in
an ensemble of models combined using the majority voting technique. Each
of the localised models that was created improved the performance of the
overall combined ensemble model because of their expertise. Chapter 5 used
Faster RCNN to diagnose breast cancer and chapter 6 discuss the application
of an object detection MobileNet model to detect wine brands on the shelf.
Chapter 7 concludes and discusses the future work that could be carried out.
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1.2 Background and motivation
Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and computer vision are
touching every facet of people’s daily lives from self driving cars to au-
tonomous drones that delivers goods for big technological companies and
real-time disease diagnosis with deep learning. The world is currently gen-
erating a large quantity of data in this millennium and researchers can only
leverage it by mining it with ML techniques. Mobile phones, the internet of
things, smart homes and device are ubiquitous and are making people’s lives
better than 100 years ago. The knowledge gained in training an ML model
on a particular domain can easily be transferred to other domains. which is
very powerful.
In the medical field, there is concern among medical practitioners that AI
will replace doctors. Although, some repetitive tasks can easily be replaced
by ML algorithm models. AI will reinforce the judgment of medical person-
nel. Systems such as DoctorMoon and, computer-assisted medical diagnosis
(CADIAG) have started being applied to real-life situations to help diagnose
patients. However scientists and engineers championing this course should
guard against being carried away by their enthusiasm since AI and its subset
ML have some limitations caused by the inability of the model to capture
all real-life scenarios. Some of these mistakes are well documented, such as
self-driving cars knocking down pedestrians on the curb in America. Ex-
perts in the field have to push the performance of intelligent systems to its
peak, reducing false positives and negatives in real world application. Other
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inherent challenges of applying AI are the resources to make the systems,
collection of information on Google-scale, processing of this information by
respected experts and modelling it with high-performance computing power
that is only available to Fortune 500 companies. These resources are not
readily available in some cases to smaller enterprises/companies, but with
community collaboration, such as GNU open-source, and the generosity of
some Fortune 500 companies to release some excellent code base, making AI
accessible to all.
1.3 Overview of the challenges
The problem considered in this thesis is divided into two parts, medical and
the hospitality challenge. The medical part includes creating a model for
chronic kidney diseases (CKD), autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and, breast
cancer, while the hospitality aspect involves implementing an automated wine
bar, using deep learning and computer vision.
1.3.1 Chronic kidney disease
CKD is a disease that causes the kidney not to perform its normal function of
filtering the blood or loss of glomerular filtration of the kidney, which becomes
less than < 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 in less than three months [6]. This disease
affects about one-tenth of the world’s population and is very expensive to
manage in the late stage. According to [7], it is estimated that about 20
million Americans have a stage of CKD and about 6 million South Africans
have the disease. Acute CKD requires dialysis or kidney transplant and it
could even cause death.
The presence of CKD in a patient accelerates other conditions such as cardio-
vascular disease (CVD), high blood pressure (HBP) and diabetes mellitus
[8–10]. About 50% patients with CKD go undiagnosed, which worsens their
contain [7].
1.3.2 Autism spectrum disorder
ASD affects the neuro-developmental of a patient, impairing social interac-
tion, communication and behaviour of the patient. According to [11, 12],
this diseases phenomenon is more common in males than females and affects
one in every of 100 persons. It is easily diagnosed by an experienced med-
ical practitioners, and as in the case of any disease, early intervention and
rehabilitation of the patients helps reduce the impact of disease [13].
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1.3.3 Breast cancer
Breast cancer is a common cancer affecting mostly women, but some times
also men. Statistics show that in America one in eight women is diagnosed
with cancer during her life-time. According to [14], breast cancer emanates
from the milk producing ducts and glands of the breast. The most familiar
types of breast cancer are invasive carcinoma and ductal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS). In some cases lumps are formed in patients [14]. Working on a
medical image dataset is very challenging because human beings tend to have
unique body structures. Mammogram models designed by experts in the field
fall short performance-wise owing to false positives and false negatives. A
convolutuonal neural network (CNN) is the state-of-the-art algorithm when
it comes to image classification, but can also be fooled by naturally existing
adversarial pixels in breast images.
1.3.4 Automated wine bar
Taking stock of goods can be stressful because 100% of one’s attention is
needed. Human beings are sometimes prone to error owing to unstable
minds, inaccurate fingering during data entry, unintentional skipping dur-
ing counting of stock and similar issues. This can be reduced by automating
repetitive parts of the process. Theft, liquor wastage, and spillage accounts
for a 20% to 30% reduction in profit [15] in the hospitality industry. This is
a common occurrence in a wine bar, bartenders giving a free drink to friends
and relations, or bartenders taking a sip of an expensive brand of liquor [16].
Aggregating all these misdemeanours can lead to loss of profit in the long
run for the business owners [17].
1.4 Aims
The aim of this research is to design a very accurate ML model for disease
diagnosis that will help medical personnel in diagnosing, faster, cheaper and
better. The researcher also extends the ML/AI to hospitality by automating
a wine bar. This involves label recognition and fluid level measurement in
bottles. Many repetitive and redundant tasks can be automated by allowing
computer vision in conjunction with ML algorithms do execute the task.
3
1.5 Main contributions
1.5.1 Contributions in diagnosing CKD
An extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) model is used to diagnose patients
with CKD, using a categorical secondary dataset obtained from the Univer-
sity of California Irvine (UCI) online repository. Although, the dataset does
not take into consideration the stages of CKD, it is assumed that stages one
and two are successfully combined to form class No CKD, while other stages
represent the presence of CKD. The contribution on CKD is highlighted be-
low:
• The XGBoost model performed better compared to other ML algo-
rithms considered on the CKD dataset. The researcher then further
optimised the model’s performance after choosing XGBoost as the base
line model.
• Set theory was used to combine favourable features using feature se-
lections. This is analogous to a case of having several nephrologists
making a decision on a patient by combining their expertise.
• Using the full features obtained from the set-theory approach, a power-
ful model to diagnose CKD was designed. A further minimised version
of the model with fewer features was then designed, with minimal loss
of performance. This will help reduce the number of tests to be carried
out, time and finances in diagnosing CKD.
1.5.2 Contributions to diagnosing autism spectrum dis-
ease
A tree-based algorithm was proposed to improve the performance of models
in which ASD was tested. The measure of centre of tendency (mean) was
used to split the features generating a tree. The child node was then used
with logistic regression. An ensemble technique was used to combine the
trees. This yielded an accurate model to diagnose ASD: the model prediction
accuracy and mean recall are 96.19% and 96.67% respectively.
1.5.3 Breast cancer
A review of the work scholars had done on breast cancer was compiled, a
FRCNNmodel trained on mini-MIAS database, and a mean average precision
of 0.97mAP was achieved. There is an ongoing work on data collection
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at Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic Hospital in conjuction with
University of Johannesburg.
1.5.4 Contributions to designing an automated liquor
bar
The automated wine bar present numerous challenges that have to be solved.
The first one is the label recognition then followed by level measurement with
CV algorithms. The system is web-based for remote monitoring by owners
or managers:
• Label recognition: Using a state-of-the-art object detection algorithm
such as MobileNet Single-shot Multiple Box Detection (SSD), the re-
searcher was able to design a label recognition for an automated wine
bar. This is an essential aspect of automatic stock taking. The coordi-
nates, and the size of the bottle were extracted from frames of a video
taken by a dedicated camera focused on the bar.
• Bottle level measurement: After extracting the coordinates and size of
the bottle using label recognition, the researcher used computer vision
algorithms to measure the level of content in the bottle.
• Automated annotation: To create more datasets in order to improve
the model, a model was trained to recognise bottles in frames. This
was used to annotate other images of different classes. Although the
researcher tried to use the stock model that comes with the MobileNet
SSD model, its performance was not good enough. Many false nega-
tives and positives were generated, compelling the researcher to train
a highly performing model. Manual inspection was required to remove
some of the false positives and negatives.
• Web-based: Using HTTP and other web-based technologies, the re-
searcher was able to connect the system to a local network. The sys-
tem could be connected to the web using a public internet protocol
(IP) address if need be. This is essential for a store owner or manager
to manage stock over the internet.
1.6 Thesis structure
This thesis is organised as follows: chapter 2 contains the literature review of
the thesis. Chapter 3 describes the work carried out on CKD development,
5
while chapter 4 describes the tree-based model proposed to diagnose ASD.
Chapter 5 describes the breast cancer model and chapter 6 on automated





The current age is a data age; devices such as smart phones and smart wrist
watches collect a lot of useful data about people’s movement, eating habits
and the health status of their bodies. This information, such as smart watch
monitoring of heart pulses or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, can
be beneficial to patients and physicians. Experts in the field of AI use such
data to improve people’s quality of life and to help reduce the stress of diag-
nosing, treating and therapy for physicians. Many intelligent systems have
used neural networks for disease diagnosis [18–22]. This AI technique is re-
ferred to as multi layer perceptron (MLP) and can handle both linear and
non-linear systems, unlike the single layer perceptron (SLP) that can only
handle linear systems. A number of intelligent systems combined two or
more (ANN, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbour (K-NN))
AI techniques with a fuzzy logic system, turning these into a hybrid expert
system benefiting from combining various techniques [23, 24].
However, these systems are not meant to be in competition with physicians,
but to complement, their work by helping to reduce the burden and augment-
ing the decision making process. Other important advantages of engaging
expert systems is that they can serve several hospitals and medical outlets
dotted around cities or the country. Physicians and other medical practition-
ers do get emotional at times and this can interfere with the decision making
process or diagnosis of diseases. Expert systems do not get emotional and do
not get involved in labour strikes and other human actions. They can work
continuously without tiring or breaking down. Model performances does de-
grade at times, but adequate measures are taken to track performance.
Several scholarly works have been carried out by top academics and industrial
experts in the space of AI and its application. In this thesis, the researcher
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will concentrate on CKD, ASD, breast cancer and automated liquor bar.
2.1 Chronic kidney disease
CKD represents a drop in the ability of the kidney to perform its function
of filtration of the blood, to ridding it of excessive electrolytes, protein and
other unwanted substances. CKD can also be defined as a decrease in the
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) for the kidney: an estimated GFR (eGFR)
< 60, a drop of > 20% in eGFR, or an increase in serum creatinine ≥ 0.3) [27].
The kidney contains nephrons, which in turn also contain glomerulus. The
glomerulus is a filtration unit of the kidney [28]. Unwanted substances in
the blood is passed out through the bladder as urine and water is returned
to the blood stream [27,28]. There has been a steady increase in the number
of CKD stage 2 - 5 patients diagnosed since 1988 to date [29]. This may be
due to awareness of the disease, improvement in medical training and facil-
ities to diagnose the disease. According to a survey undertaken from 2013 -
2016, [30], 14.8% of the adult population in America had CKD. According to
another 2007 report, the prevalence of CKD in men is higher 11.6% compared
to that of 5.5% among women [30]. CKD is very prevalent among Africans,
African-Americans, Hispanics, Pacific Islanders, and Native Americans [31].
It is estimated that the cost of managing and treating CKD will increase to
54 billion dollar by 2020 [29]. Fortunately, most early stage CKD patients
do not deteriorate from CKD Stage 3 to Stage 5, but approximately 17% of
CKD Stage 4 patients will progress to Stage 5, as will approximately 1% of
CKD Stage 3 patients [29].
Most of the time, CKD goes undetected until the later stages or until it
is aggravated by other medical conditions such as: High blood pressure,
increased nocturnal urination, changes in the appearance of urine, blood in
the urine, swollen legs and ankles, pains felt in kidney area, tiredness, loss
of appetite, difficulty sleeping, lack of concentration, itching, shortness of
breath, nausea and vomiting.
There are five stages of CKD. The first three stages are still treatable with
good rehabilitation, while the last two stages mostly result in kidney damage.
The likelihood ratio of < 0.2 for protein/creatinine in the urine signifies the
presence of CKD [32].
• Stage 1: normal eGFR R 90 mL/min per 1.73 m2 and persistent
albuminuria.
• Stage 2: eGFR between 60 and 89 mL/min per 1.73 m2.
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• Stage 3: eGFR between 30 and 59 mL/min per 1.73 m2.
• Stage 4: eGFR between 15 and 29 mL/min per 1.73 m2.
• Stage 5: eGFR less than 15 mL/min per 1.73 m2 or end-stage renal
disease.
In some cases, CKD Stage 3 can be categorised into Stages 3A (45–59mL
/min/1.73 m2) and 3B (30–44 mL/min/1.73 m2). Kidney replacement ther-
apy is sometimes required by Stage 5 patients. Patients in the end stage
are assigned the symbol 5D, indicating patients who undergo chronic dialy-
sis treatment, and 5T, indicating a patient who undergone a kidney trans-
plant [29].
2.1.1 Kidney
The kidneys are a pair of bean-shaped organs that perform filtration of the
blood, are responsible for electrolytic balance and regulation of the blood
pressure, and are present in all mammals [33]. This is where homeostasis
takes place in the body [34]. The kidney is located at the back of the abdom-
inal cavity, lying on the spine. Nephrons are the urine producing structures
of the kidney and both kidneys remove waste via the ureter, leading to the
bladder, shown in figure 2.1. The renal artery collects blood from the circu-
latory system and it flows out through the renal veins, illustrated in figure
2.1 [34]. The kidney filters 20% of the plasma and produces an estimated
1.70 L of glomerular filtrate per day [34]. About 1.5L of urine is generated
by the body everyday. The function of the kidney changes from the foetal to
the adult stages [34]. A month-old baby’s eGFR is 10% of that of an adult
but it increases to that of an adult by one year old [34].
2.1.2 Causes of kidney disease
Several factors can lead to CKD and aggravate the medical condition, some
of which are highlighted below:
• (HBP): This occurs when there is high pressure in the circulatory sys-
tem and if not properly managed, it can lead to stroke, diabetes and
sudden death.
• Diabetes: This happens when the blood sugar cannot be converted to
glucagon which in turn affects other parts in the body such as muscles,
heart and kidneys.
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Figure 2.1: Structure of a kidney [1].
• Glomerulonephritis: This is a disease condition that causes the in-
flammation of glomeruli (tiny filters) in the kidney. The function of
glomeruli is to remove electrolytes and excess fluid from the blood
stream.
• Hereditary factors: Some disease conditions can be passed down a lin-
eage. An example of such a kidney disease is polycystic kidney (forma-
tion of cyst in the kidney).
• Kidney obstruction: This can be caused by problems such as kidney
stones, abnormally shaped ureters, growth of tumours, or an enlarged
prostate gland in men.
• Recurring urinary tract infections: This is an infection in any part of
the urinary system including kidneys, ureters, bladder and urethra [35].
2.1.3 How CKD is diagnosed
When a physician suspects CKD in a patient, there are some tests that have
to be carried out to determine how damaged the kidneys are, and what set of
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therapies will be recommended to the patient [28]. Examples of tests carried
out to test for CKD include:
• Albumin test: This is a protein that can be found in the blood or urine
of patients [28]. When a kidney is malfunctioning, the amount of albu-
min in the blood/urine increases compared to a normally functioning
kidney. One can see in figure 2.2 that a less functional kidney will pass
all the protein albumin into the urine. A dip stick is inserted into the
urine to test for albumin. Albumin of about 30 mg/g is normal, but
more than 30 mg/g might be an indication of kidney disease [2].
Figure 2.2: Kidney processing albumin in the blood [2].
• Blood pressure test: Numerous clinical trials have shown that blood
pressure is directly related to CKD [36]. According to [37] three out
of 10 Americans have hypertension. Patients with HBP are at risk of
rupturing the tiny blood vessels in the kidney. This can cause CKD in
HBP patients [28].
• Blood test: This is carried out to determine the amount of unwanted
substances in the blood and to calculate the GFR [28, 30]. A GFR of
60 is ideal; less than 60 signifies the early presence of CKD and less
than 15 means kidney failure [2].
• An ultrasound or computerised tomography (CAT) scan: images of the
kidneys and urinary tract are taken to determine the shape, size and
location of kidney stones and tumours. This gives the nephrologist
graphical details of causes of CKD, in conjunction with other tests car-
ried out [28,30]. Patients with eGFR < 60 are considered for ultrasound
examination to establish a baseline and do evaluation.
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• Biopsy: A small part of the kidney tissue can be removed by a nephrol-
ogist to determine the type of kidney disease and the extent of damage
to the kidneys [28].
2.1.4 Treatment of CKD
• Checking HBP and taking measures to relax one’s body from stress
helps to bring HBP down. This in-turn reduces the risk of CKD and
other CVDs. The ideal target for normal blood pressure is less than
130/80 mm Hg [30].
• Changing of daily routine, such as exercising the body, dietary man-
agement and controlling or reduction one’s weight helps to reduce the
risk of CKD and other CVD [30].
• Nephrotoxic drugs should be avoided because these can worsen CKD
in patients [30]. Examples of nephrotoxic medications are Allopurinol,
Lithium, aldosterone inhibitors, loop diuretics, angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor blockers, methotrexate, cal-
cium channel blockers, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, cephalosporins
and oral sodium phosphate solution.
• Managing other medical conditions a patient may have, such as CVDs,
diabetes, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and HBP can
help reduce the effect of CKD. It is furthermore necessary to manage
the common complications of CKD such as anaemia, malnutrition, fluid
balance, electrolyte abnormalities and mineral bone disease [30, 38].
• Dialysis and kidney transplant: Patients with end stage CKD, who
have lost the functions of the kidney completely, need dialysis. This
is an expensive procedure of mechanically removing electrolytes from
the blood by passing it through dialysis machine. A kidney transplant
is another option. In this procedure a healthy kidney from a donor is
transplanted into a CKD patient. It is a fairly complicated procedure
to carry out because of organ rejection, secondary infections and other
difficulties.
2.1.5 Application of ML to CKD
Bhaskar et al. [39] proposed a method to diagnose CKD from the urea level
in the salivary fluid. The dataset was made up of 40 healthy test control
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and 62 CKD patients. About 1 mL of saliva was collected from each partic-
ipant. A hybrid system of CNN and SVM was designed to diagnose CKD.
The CNN has five layers, with a one dimensional Gaussian kernel as convolu-
tion [39]. Performance accuracy of 98.4% was attained using this system [39].
Kazemi and Mirroshandel [40] created a model from 936 nephrolithiasis pa-
tients obtained 2012 to 2016. The dataset had 42 features/symptoms to
diagnose kidney stones. Several ML algorithms, such as a Bayesian model,
different types of decision trees, rule-based classifiers and ANN were used
in these models. A weight was assigned to the models based on the genetic
algorithm proposed [40]. An ensemble model of all the models was used on
the dataset and the accuracy attained by the system was 97.1%.
Hayashi et al. [41] used a CKD dataset from the UCI repository excluding
patients with > 2.0 mg/dL of serum creatinine. The dataset was reduced
to include 243 patients, who were further divided into a pre-dialysis group
with about 100 patients and non pre-dialysis group with 143 patients [41].
The non pre-dialysis patients were in stage 1 - 2 and the pre dialysis group
in advanced stages [41]. Classification rules were extracted using a recursive-
rule extraction (Re-RX) algorithm with J48graft. Accuracy of 95.18% was
achieved on the test dataset and a receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
of 94.4% using 10 runs of a five-fold cross-validation.
Zhang et al. [42] proposed a lesion detection system using morphological
cascade CNNs based on multi intersection over union (IOU) threshold. To
improve the stability of the network, two morphology convolution layers and
modified feature pyramid networks (FPNs) in the faster regional RCNN were
combined with a four IOU threshold cascade FRCNNs models [42]. CAT kid-
ney images of the DeepLesion dataset was used for the proposed model. Their
authors’ method achieved an average precision of 0.84 and area under curve
(AUC) of 0.871 [42].
Lin et al. [43] proposed a computer-aided image segmentation to segment the
position of kidney image in a CAT scan. The proposed system is divided into
two namely statistical and computer vision image processing operations [43].
Their system was tested using 358 images generated from 30 participants and
an 88% correlation coefficient was achieved [43]. This will help the physician
in educational and clinical diagnosis of kidney diseases [43].
Chen et al. [44] used fuzzy optimal associative memory (FOAM) and a fuzzy
rule-building expert system (FuRES) and compared the result with a sec-
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ond linear classifier, partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA).
The dataset used was obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository.
Noise was added to the dataset and a second simulated dataset was gener-
ated [44]. The average prediction rate of FuRES, FOAM and PLS-DA are
98.1 ± 0.5%, 97.2 ± 1.2% and 94.3 ± 0.8% respectively [44]. The models
were also tested on the simulated dataset to predict CKD the average pre-
diction rate of FuRES, FOAM and PLS-DA were 99.2 ± 0.3%, 99.0 ± 0.3%
and 95.9 ± 0.6% [44].
Wickramasinghe et al. [45] used ML to predict the dietary plans of CKD
patients. Their models monitor the determined potassium zone for patients
living with CKD according to their blood potassium level [45]. The ML al-
gorithms used on the dataset were Multiclass Logistic Regression, Multiclass
Decision Jungle, Multiclass Neural Network and Multiclass Decision Forest.
Multiclass Decision Forest attained the highest accuracy, with a value of
99.17% [45].
Akben et al. [46] proposed a method for early diagnosis of CKD using the
disease history, urine and blood tests of a patient. The dataset was collected
in India from Apollo Hospitals. The dataset was made up of 400 instances
with 150 instances of CKD and the rest a healthy test control [46]. A K-
means clustering algorithm was used to pre-process the dataset and KNN,
SVM, and Naive Bayes was used to diagnose CKD [46].
Nishanth et al. [47] used algorithms such as common spatial pattern (CSP)
filter and linear discriminant analysis to determine the most important fea-
ture to diagnose CKD. The dataset was made up of 400 instances with 150
instances of CKD and the rest healthy test control [47]. The CSP optimised
the separation between CKD and non-CKD patients. It was discovered that
in their order of importance specific gravity, albumin,diabetes mellitus, hy-
pertension, and serum creatinine respectively helped to diagnose CKD bet-
ter [47].
Hodneland et al. [48] explored the use of image registration methods for de-
tecting renal morphological changes in patients with CKD. Ten healthy test
control participants and nine CKD presumed patients were subjected to dy-
namic T1 weighted imaging without contrast agent. A poroelastic deforma-
tion model was used to determine kidney deformation fields using a real and
simulated dynamic time series [48]. Reflecting pressure gradients, volumetric
and shear deformations were computed from these deformation fields. The
CKD patients were subjected to a biopsy and there was correlation between
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their proposed result and the biopsy [48].
2.2 Autism spectrum disorder
ASD is a developmental disorder that affects the central nervous system,
which is sometimes noticeable as speech and scholastic impairment (stereo-
typical repetitiveness of speech and behaviour), and difficulty in social in-
teraction with peers. [12, 49–51]. Autism is first diagnosed by Kanner in
1943 [52]. Statistics compiled by the World Health Organisation (WHO)
show that 1 in 160 is affected by this disease and the number keeps increas-
ing [50]. In January 2008 the United Nations General Assembly designated 2
April of each year as World Autism Awareness Day. The group of people with
these disease are vulnerable, stigmatised and discriminated against in soci-
ety, so they need support from family, care giver and the public. According
to paediatricians, a child should be able to mutter one or two words before
his/her first birthday and be able to interact to some degree with people and
his/her surroundings [49]. Autism is initially often misdiagnosed by medical
practitioners, who think that the child will catch up with his/her age group
socially and mentally [49]. Male children have higher chances of having ASD
than their female counterparts. The symptoms of ASD include:
• Language development delays in patient
• Sleep problems
• Facial expressions interpretation because difficult
• Repetition and routine in carrying out tasks/behaviour
• Eye contact becomes challenging
• Sensory problems
• Self harming behaviour
• Emotional difficulties
• Fixation on parts of objects
• Reduced to none pretended play
• Peer interaction difficulty.
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2.2.1 Causes of ASD
• Environment: The prenatal environment can affect the baby and cause
it to develop ASD [53]. Research continues to determine if exposure
to some chemicals such as valproic acid and thalidomide during the
prenatal stage cause ASD [54].
• Genetics and inheritance: Children born to a family with ASD in its
lineage has a much higher possibility of having the diseases. Studies
also show that if a twin has ASD, the other twin has a higher chances
of developing it [53].
• Prematurity and prenatal stress can also cause ASD in babies [54].
2.2.2 Diagnosing ASD
Diagnosing ASD can be categorised into two stages. The first stage involves a
physical check up by a paediatrician to determine the developmental process
made by a child at a particular age [49]. The later stage requires a thorough
check up by a team of paediatricians before medically concluding that a
patient has ASD [49]. American Association of Paediatrics advises that a
patient should be observed for between 18 and 24 months before medically
diagnosing ASD [53].
2.2.3 ASD treatment
To date no absolute treatment for autism spectrum disorder has been devel-
oped. Early intervention by medical practitioners, involving the patient in
a carefully designed medical procedure and school-based programmes, helps
reduced the effect of ASD. There are also some advantages in some rare cases
of ASD patients having some savant skills, such as the ability to do complex
calculations in their heads, the ability to memorise maps, exceptional ability
in artistry and so on.
Risperidone and Buspirone are used to suppress irritability and aggression
in ASD patients [54–56]. Aripiprazole is another drug that is used to treat
schizophrenia, major depression and psychosis which is very beneficial in
treating ASD [54,57].
2.2.4 Machine learning on ASD
Kushki et al. [58] used a Kalman filter to detect physiological aggression
arousal in children with ASD. The system is designed using inexpensive
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and wearable sensors to measure anxiety associated states and it is non-
invasive [58]. Sensitivity and specificity of 99% and 92% respectively are
achieved by the system the authors designed [58].
Zhao et al. [59] used five unsupervised ML techniques to diagnose ASD. ML
was employed to reduce the number of features extracted from behavioural
evaluation, neuroimaging and kinematic data [59]. These ML algorithm used
to model the dataset are SVM, random forest, decision tree, linear discrimi-
nant analysis (LDA) and K-nearest neighbor (KNN). Among the algorithms,
the KNN algorithm (k = 1) registered the highest performance, achieved
by the four kinematic features (accuracy: 88.37%, AUC: 88.15%, sensitiv-
ity: 85% and specificity: 91.3%) [59]. The dataset used in these models is
not publicly available and the sample consisted of 20 ASD and 23 typical
development participants. Eighteen kinematic features were obtained from
the participants. The final dataset created a matrix indicating 43 rows of
patients by 18 columns of features [59].
Mostafa et al. [60] designed a system that used the brain network-based fea-
tures to diagnose ASD. The dataset used by the authors was obtained from
a brain functional MRI (fMRI) [60]. They defined 264 raw brain features by
the 264 eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of the brain network and another
three features by network centralities. They further reduced 264 features to
64 for the model [60]. The final feature achieved an accuracy of 77.7% using
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), which is currently better than the state-
of-the-art result [60].
Oma et al. [61] created a hybrid model of random forest tree, classification
and regression trees (CART) and random forest-ID3 (iterative dichotomiser
3). The dataset for the predictive model was developed from AQ-10 ques-
tions. The dataset involved 292 children, 104 adolescents and 704 adults.
Their model achieved 97.10% accuracy, 97.11% specificity and, 97.07% sen-
sitivity.
Wang et al. [62] created a dataset using the whole Autism Brain Imaging Data
Exchange (ABIDE) dataset in which 501 participants had autism while 553
others were designated as control [62]. They used an SVM recursive feature
elimination algorithm to pick the highest ranked 1000 features from the prim-
itive functional MRI data features [62]. A stacked sparse auto-encoder with
two hidden layers was trained for feature extraction [62]. The model used
1000 features and was able to diagnose autism with an accuracy of: 93.59%,
sensitivity: of 92.52%, and specificity: of 94.56% [62].
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Heinsfeld et al. [63] employed deep-learning to diagnose ASD patients from
a large brain imaging dataset that depended on brain activation patterns.
The ABIDE dataset is used for the model created by the authors. For a bet-
ter generalisation, denoising autoencoders were used to train the predictive
model [63]. The knowledge extracted by the autoencoder was trained using
an MLP. The accuracy of the final model using this dataset increased to 70%
in diagnosing patients with ASD versus the control group [63].
Sato et al. [64] proposed a method to extract individual features from inter-
regional thickness correlations based on structural MRI. ML algorithms are
used to predict a severity scores based on neurobiological criteria of the ASD
patient. They were able to deduce that structural relationships of the left
hemisphere of the brain are more important than those of the right hemi-
sphere [64]. Left hemisphere analysis attained a correlation of 0.290 (p <
0.001) while right hemisphere analysis attained 0.072 (p = 0.520).
Akter et al. [65] collated the ASD dataset and applied several feature trans-
formation methods, including log, Z-score and sine functions to the dataset.
They found that the SVM algorithm performed best on the toddler dataset,
while the ADABoost dataset was best for children, Glmboost and ADABoost
performed best on the adolescent and adult dataset respectively [65]. Several
of their model achieved accuracy of 100% in diagnosing ASD [65].
The dataset Bone et al. [66] used for the model include the Autism Diagnos-
tic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) and Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) scores
for 1,264 ASD and 462 non-ASD patients, split at age 10. An SVM, was
employed to classify ASD from non-ASD [66]. The model attained 89.2%
sensitivity and 59.0% specificity on the dataset.
Sadeghi et al. [67] used the graph theory approach to extract local and global
parameters of the brain functional network on task-free fMRI data. The
dataset contained adolescent and young adult males 29 with ASDs and 31
control subjects [67]. SVM performed very well attaining an accuracy of 92%.
Bi et al. [68] proposed a genetic-evolutionary random SVM cluster to diag-
nose ASD. A cluster of SVM is built with random selection of samples and
features [68]. Genetic evolution will recombine and mutate the SVM models
till very stable accuracy is attained [68]. The dataset’s fMRI data had 103




About 1.38 million cancer cases were diagnosed in the world in 2008 [69].
Breast cancer is one of the most difficult cancers to diagnose because of false
positives and negatives existing in diagnosis it leaving biopsy as the sure way
[70]. Many of tools enable doctors to diagnose breast cancer. Examples are,
MRI, diagnostic mammograms (X-rays), sonography, and tomography [71].
Biopsy is a technique of collecting cell samples via a core needle or surgically
to be examined under the microscope. These collected samples are stained,
put on glass slides and are known as histopathological images. Breast cancer
histopathological images can be collected by highly experienced pathologists.
It can be a time consuming process with few returns for a computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD) [72]. A tumour is unwanted growth of tissue and can be
broadly classified into malignant and benign; not all cancers are tumours.
2.3.1 Types of breast cancer
Breast cancer can be divided into invasive and non-invasive cancer.
Non-invasive cancer: are cancerous cells that grows away from the lobule
or ducts where they are located [69]. Ductal carcinoma in situ is an example
of a non-invasive cancer in which the cancerous cell grows in the milk pro-
ducing duct of the mammary gland [14,73,74]. Another non-invasive breast
cancer is libular carcinorma in situ. The carcinoma cells do not grow exterior
to the lobules into the breast tissue.
Invasive cancer: This involves breast cancer cells that grow from the lobule
or duct into the surrounding breast tissue. Invasive cancer starts very small
and moves to other parts of the body tissue and organs, such as the brain,
bones and liver. The most common invasive cancer is metastatic breast
cancer [75]. Infiltrating ductal carcinoma are carcinoma cells that starts from
the milk producing ducts, extends into the surrounding tissues and might
even move to other parts of the body. Infiltrating libular carcinoma entails
cancerous cells that start from lobules and grow into the surrounding tissues
and other part of the body in some cases. Mucinous carcinoma is caused
by mucus forming cancers and this type of invasive cancer is also known as
colloid carcinoma. This is not a very common type of breast cancer.
2.3.1.1 Symptoms of breast cancer
There are several symptoms of breast cancer, ranging from lumps/tumours in
the breast, discharges from the breast, and swollen lymph nodes, to change in
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the colour of the nipples and the breast [3]. Cancerous lumps may be painless
or painful, and be regular or irregular in shape and size [14]. The diagnosis
starts with physical examination of the breast, followed by mammogram
scans. A deeper examination is done to examine a suspect area in the breast
by biopsy [76]. The stages of breast cancer are determined by the size of
lumps, and the presence of lymph nodes. Breast cancer can be considered as
in the early stage if it is still localised.
Figure 2.3: The structure of the breast [3].
2.3.2 Treatment of breast cancer
Treatment of breast cancer depends on the size, the stage of the cancer
and whether it has spread or has remained localised. Several techniques,
such as surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and homeotherapy can be used
separately or in combination to combat this disease effectively.
2.3.2.1 Surgery
Cancer can be treated by breast-conserving surgery, also known as lumpec-
tomy, sometimes followed by radiotherapy [3,75]. Another surgery procedure
known as mastectomy, is done when lumpectomy does not effectively get rid
of the cancer. It entails the substantial removal of the affected breast tissue
as well as the breast cancer tumour. Sentinel node biopsy entails the removal
of lymph nodes that acts as a collectors for tumours, which are tested for the
presence of cancerous cells.
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Side effects of surgery
Side effects of breast cancer surgery involving lumpectomy or mastectomy are
listed below:
• Pain and fatigue
• Loss of self esteem in the case of single or double total mastectomy
• Scars on the breast and chest area
• Emotional sense of loss of body part
• Stiffness of the upper body, including the shoulder
• Sense changes in the nipples, arm and breast
• Fluid builds up in the breast, known as lymphoedema [77]
• Fluid build up around scar after surgery operation also known as seroma
[77].
2.3.2.2 Chemotherapy
Chemotherapy makes use of drugs to reduce the size of a cancerous tumour so
that invasive surgery can be carried out on the tumour [78]. Chemotherapy
is mostly used in conjunction with surgery, and radiotherapy. Whether it is
recommended depends on various:
• Age: Breast cancer in younger patients may recurring in nature, Physi-
cians sometimes recommend that the patient should consider chemother-
apy and surgery to inhibit breast cancer recurrence [78,79].
• Lymph node status: Doctors recommend chemotherapy if cancerous
cells are found in the lymph. This helps reduce the recurrence of breast
cancer after surgery or other treatments.
• Genetic profile: Test are carried out to determine the genetic com-
position of a particular type of cancer tumour before recommending
chemotherapy. Test such as are MammaPrint, Oncotype DX and Prosigna
may diagnose recurrence and response to breast cancer chemotherapy.
These tests are very helpful in concluding whether a patient needs
chemotherapy, or only needs hormone-blocking treatments if the pa-
tient only needs hormone-blocking treatments. Hormonal non-sensitive
tumours are not considered for these tests [79].
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• Tumour size and grade: Doctors advise breast cancer patients to
opt for chemotherapy depending on the size of the breast cancer. The
bigger the breast cancer tumour, the more likely it is that it will spread
to other healthy cells around it [78].
• Previous treatments: A previous treatment therapy regime can af-
fects the physicians choice of therapy for future treatments. A patient
that who might have had severe side effects due to chemotherapy might
be put on other treatment regimes [79].
• Medical conditions and general well-being: If a patient has a
medical condition and is placed on a certain prescription medicine, the
choice of chemotherapy can be reviewed. Moreover, the well-being of
the patient is checked to see if treatment can be based on chemotherapy
[79].
• Hormonal status: For a sensitive breast cancer the use of proges-
terone and oestrogen hormone therapy with oestrogen blockers would
be a good choice for chemotherapy preceded by surgery [79]. Tamox-
ifen pills would be used for five years, or aromatase inhibitors, such
as anastrozole (Arimidex), exemestane (Aromasin) and letrozole (Fe-
mara). Chemotherapy seldoms goes together with these drugs. After
the completion of chemotherapy or radiation therapy, doctors ask pa-
tients to take the drugs [79].
• HER2 status: In a case where cancerous cells generate too much
growth-producing protein, known as HER2, chemotherapy might be
recommended to reduce this effect [77,79]. Examples of chemotherapy
drugs that target the HER2 protein are Herceptin, Perjeta and Tykerb
[79].
• Patient’s preference: Patients can try to influence the type of ther-
apy to treat themselves. Physician’s and oncologists can take that into
consideration [78,79].
Chemotherapy is very effective but it comes with side effects. The side effect
of chemotherapy has to be weighed thoroughly against not using drugs. Such















• a dry mouth
• fever
• hair loss
• loss of appetite
• lymphoedema
• memory loss






Before chemotherapy is carried out by a physician, heart and the blood
tests have to be carried out on the patient. The patients might also be
advised to visit a dentist to check for gum injury because of the ability of
wounds to heal [78]. Patients are furthermore asked to make preparations
for food and support from family members, since they might be very weak
after chemotherapy starts. Patients have to check-in regularly with there
physician documenting the changes in their bodies owing to the side effects
felt after chemotherapy.
2.3.2.3 Hormonal therapy
Hormonal therapy might be recommended by a physician if the type of breast
cancer a patient has is sensitive. It is known as endocrine therapy or hormone
treatment [80]. Some prominent female hormones help the breast cancer to
grow, for example oestrogen and progesterone. These hormones are produced
in the reproductive organs in both men and women. The physician removes
cancerous cells and test it for hormone receptors, which might be oestrogen
sensitive, oestrogen receptor positive or oestrogen responsive. This therapy
mitigates the body’s production of these hormones, or by blocks the hormone
receptors on the cancer cells. The therapy impedes growth of breast cancer
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cells.
Side effects of hormonal therapy
The side effects of hormonal therapy are closely related to those of chemother-
apy. For adjuvant therapy, patients might be asked to use tamoxifen for two
or three years then aromatase inhibitor for two or three years reducing the
side effects of the hormones [80]. The well-being of patient has to be evalu-
ated by the physician to see if they can be placed on hormonal therapy. Side
effects might include:
• Risk of blood clots, especially in the lungs and legs
• Stroke
• Cataracts
• Endometrial and uterine cancers
• Bone loss in premenopausal women
• Mood swings, depression, and loss of libido
• In men: headaches, nausea, vomiting, skin rash, impotence, and de-
creased sexual interest.
2.3.2.4 Radiotherapy
High-powered beams of radiation are directed in a controlled manner to de-
stroy cancerous cells in the mammary glands. Radiation can be delivered
internally or externally with the external form being the most common [81].
Adjuvant radiotherapy is a type of procedure carried out after surgery [82].
The most commonly used rays are X-rays or a proton. The benefit of a proton
is that it does not travel past the cancerous cells, unlike X-rays beams [83].
Side effects of a proton are lower than those of x-ray beams, but still occur.
Radiating the cancerous cell from within by inserting a radioactive pellet
near the cancerous cell is known as brachytherapy [84]. Radiotherapy can be
used on all stages of cancer and to mitigate the effect of surgery [83].
Side effects of radiotherapy
Radiation therapy, like chemotherapy has its own side effects and that differs
from patient to patient. Any side effects felt after radiotherapy should be
discussed with the physician. The most prevalent side effects of radiotherapy
are listed below:
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• Irritation resembling sunburns, like on the radiated area
• Skin redness and dryness
• Breast heaviness
• Discoloration, or a bruised appearance
• Fatigue of the body.
2.3.3 Dataset on breast cancer
Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancerous related death in the world
today. It affects mainly women: a small percentage of affected people are
men. There are many types of techniques to diagnose the disease, using
different sophisticated technologies. Mammography can be categorised into
digital and film mammography. Film mammography is superimposed on a
thin film while digital mammography is stored electronically on a computer.
These methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of
film mammography is that it can be processed with fewer materials com-
pared to digital mammography. A very serious disadvantage of film is that
it can easily be corrupted. Patients datasets in the medical field are closely
guarded and anonymised before use. AI is used to help diagnose disease
results in interdisciplinary cooperation between engineering and the medical
department. Below is a list of some popular breast cancer datasets:
• New York University compiled a digital mammography dataset of 229,426
from 141,473 patients. These results were extracted from 1,001,093
breast images The dataset. has all four views the of mammogram,
namely left mediolateral oblique, right craniocaudal, right mediolateral
oblique and left craniocaudal.
• The Reference Image Database to Evaluate Therapy Response (RIDER):
National Cancer Institute in collaboration with universities collated a
patient dataset using CAT and MRI scans for brains, mammary glands
and lungs. This dataset also comprises the response of patients to
radiotherapy and drug usage.
• Breast Diagnosis: This comprises data from a group of patients includ-
ing are lobular carcinomas and high-risk normals, DCIS and fibroids.
Magnetic resonance sequences of 1.5 Telsa were obtained for the three
or more cases which are designated as BLISS, T2 and STIR and could
contain a digital mammogram or other pulse sequence. Several research
topics could be extracted from this dataset.
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2.3.4 Machine learning on breast cancer
AI and an ML algorithm have been used to classify benign and malignant
microcalcification clusters, based either on image features extracted by ra-
diologists or on computer-extracted image features [70, 85, 86]. Recent re-
search shows that extracted features have employed two techniques. One of
the approaches highlights morphological features extracted from individual
macrocalcification and microcalcification clusters. The second approach em-
ploys texture features extracted from regions of interest (ROIs) containing
microcalcification clusters. In the paragraphs, some representative studies in
terms of the features used are presented.
Kallergi [87] created a model based on an extracted individual macrocalcifi-
cation and microcalcification features cluster to classify 100 cases, resulting
in performance of (Az = 0.98) coupled with age as an additional feature.
Dhawan et al. [88] used second-order statistics (co-occurrence matrix based)
and wavelet-based energy and entropy extracted from ROIs containing MCs,
as well as the first-order.
Xu et al. [89] used the stacked sparse autoencoder (SSAE) to detect the
nucleus for pathology detection and recognition in histopathological images
automatically. The resolution of the images used by the authors is 2000x2000
and a sliding window is used to skim the images during feature extraction [89].
From the 500 histopathological images about 3500 ground truth was gener-
ated. The performance of the system attained an F-measure of 84.49% and
an average area under the Precision-Recall curve of 78.83%.
Berezsky et al. [90] employed cytological (CI) and histological images of sepa-
rate cells and cells cluster to diagnose breast cancer. The authors proposed a
technique of combining computer vision and intelligent processing of images
and a fuzzy rule-based system. A dataset based on cytological and histolog-
ical images was developed for these models.
Papadopoulos et al. [91] made use of morphological features such as macro-
calcification and microcalcification clusters in their model. They evaluated
the performance of an ANN, fuzzy logic rule-base system, and a SVM. The
best model, the SVM attained, performance of Az = 0.81.
Reis et al. [92] tried to classify the stroma maturity in histopathological im-
ages. They used multiscale basic image features and local binary patterns, in
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conjunction with a random decision trees classifier to classify breast cancer
stroma ROI. A classification accuracy of 84% was achieved on 55 patients
with 169 ROIs.
Arezoo Modiri and Kamran Kiasaleh [93] used particle swarm optimisation
(PSO) to measure the permittivities of the tissue layers at microwave fre-
quencies between 1 and 2.25GHz . The main objective of their work was to
demonstrate that PSO can successfully distinguish the permittivities of nor-
mal breast tissues from cancerous tissues in the mammary gland. Because of
current research in cancer detection techniques, microwave radiometry is fast
gaining grounds owing to the nature of the breast physiology and the easy
with which the technique can be implemented. Two distinct algorithms were
developed for two cases in the authors’ research work. The first assumed no
immediate knowledge of the tissue under test while the second case had a
knowledge of the tissues on which it would be working [93]. The error per-
mittivities discrimination between the healthy tissue and malignant tissue is
10% for the first case and 5% for the second case.
2.4 Application of ML algorithms to other dis-
eases
2.4.1 Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis is an infectious disease of the lungs, caused by mycobacteria.
This infection can spread to the central nervous system, lymphatic system
and skin if not adequately treated. In 2011, Djam et al. [94] were among the
first to propose a fuzzy model for diagnosing tuberculosis. Angbera Ature et
al. [95] designed a fuzzy based system to diagnose tuberculosis. Their fuzzy
logic model based system (FMBS) had an 18 input variables and five output
variables based on the Mamdani inference method. A decision support sys-
tem (DSS) for the diagnosis of tuberculosis in [95] was developed as stand a
alone desktop application with a database incorporated into it. The authors
of [95] never tested their system adequately to report the viability of their
DSS to diagnose tuberculosis. In 2015, Navneet et al. published a journal
paper on diagnosis of tuberculosis using fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory [96],
which had overlapping input variable symptoms [95].
Input variables symptoms such as cough duration, chest pains, loss of ap-
petite, weight loss, smoking habits, fever, malaise, haemoptysis and malaria
were common to both [95] and [96] but [95] had nine input variable symptoms
more than [96]. Principal component analysis (PCA) can be used effectively
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to rank and choose important input variables because having too many in-
put parameters can lead to curse of dimensionality, which is why a simplified
fuzzy model is favoured [97]. According to [94, 97], triangular membership
functions were employed for all their fuzzy sets while in [96] various mem-
bership functions such as triangular, trapezoidal, S and Z shaped ones, were
used.
2.4.2 Malaria
In Africa, South America and most tropical climates of the world, malaria
has been a very serious health challenge. Malaria is caused by the presence of
Plasmodium spp in the blood and the carrier is mosquitoes. Early diagnosis
of malaria is essential because if not promptly and adequately treated, it can
lead to the death of the infected individual. Recent statistics according to
the WHO indicate about 228 million people were infected with malaria and
405,000 deaths resulted from malaria in 2018 [98]. Top quality research work
on malaria is carried out in conjunction with governments, non-governmental
organisations and the scientific community to combat this menace. In this
regard, the percentage ratio of qualified medical personnel to patients in third
world countries such as Africa is alarming (a doctor to several thousand pa-
tients).
This has prompted scientist, mathematicians, statisticians and engineers to
use the available skills, knowledge and information about malaria to design
useful DSSs to help diagnose the disease [99–101]. This reduces the pressure
of having to see doctors and helps inexperienced medical personnel to make
correct diagnoses. Mohamed et al. [100] considered three input symptoms
which are temperature, BMI and Pulse rate while Djam e tal. [99] considered
11 input symptoms, namely headache, fever, joint pains, enlarged liver, dizzi-
ness, body weakness, vomiting, jaundice, nausea, loss of appetite and men-
strual pain for their fuzzy expert system (FES) to diagnose malaria. [100,101]
considered the same input symptoms for their expert system only tempera-
ture was the common input symptom between [99] and [100, 101]. The out-
put for the expert system created in [100,101] was divided into three namely
"malaria free", "uncomplicated malaria" and "complicated malaria". For
the fuzzification, the triangular membership function was used by the au-
thors in [99–101]. The root sum square was used for the fuzzy inference
engine according to [99] while the Mamdani inference engine was used by the
authors in [100, 101]. The "if-then" rules for the work done by the authors
in [99] were 20 rules; [101] and [100] did not categorically state the number
of rules used for their work.
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2.4.3 Cardiovascular disease
Dong et al. used a special variation of ANN called fused hierarchical neural
networks (FHNNs) to diagnose CVD [20]. The FHNN is achieved by com-
bining a series of smaller numbers of ANN in a hierarchical order in which
the most significant input vector systems are feed into the first ANN [20].
This allows quick diagnosis of CVD if certain conditions are met; if not, the
output of the first ANN is coupled to the second ANN with more input vector
symptoms for further processing and the process continues. The percentage
accuracy of FHNN to diagnose CVD is 59.72% which is better than most
variants of ANN performance-wise.
2.4.4 Thorax disease diagnose with CNN
Jie Chen et al. used a CNN model to accelerate diagnosis of thorax disease
[18]. They aligned the CAT images and the point of interest superimposed
on each other and enlarged this using Gaussian scale space theory to form
a bigger dataset. The dataset is rotated, flipped and cropped before it is
used to train a CNN, there by producing a predictive CNN model for future
diagnosis of thorax disease [18]. The preprocessed dataset helps doctors to
diagnose diseases faster because healthy CAT images are easily separated
from abnormal ones.
2.4.5 Hepatobiliary disorder
In 1991 an associate professor named Yoichi Hayashi published a journal
on how to develop a fuzzy neural expert system (FNES) to diagnose hep-
atobiliary disorder [102]. The proposed hybrid system in [102] will use a
trained neural network to extract the optimised "if-then" fuzzy rules for the
system. The hybrid expert system (HES) accurately diagnosed 75.5% of in-
fected patients because of the optimised "if-then" fuzzy rules compared to
linear discriminant analysis with a percentage accuracy of 65%. Two years
later, he designed an improved neural expert system to diagnose hepatobil-
iary disorder incorporating fuzzy techniques to teach the input of the expert
system. The accuracy of diagnosing the disease improved to 77.3% compared
to the first expert system designed [103].
2.4.6 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Patients diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease often require
mechanical ventilators for proper breathing. These mechanical ventilators
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settings are dependent on the current need of the patients which changes
constantly. Tzavaras, Weller, and Spyropoulos [23] used a neuro-fuzzy hy-
brid controller to monitor the mechanically ventilator and adjust it correctly
according to the patient’s needs. The hybrid controller developed used non-
evasive input variables such as lung compliance (C) and resistance (R), oxy-
gen saturation (SpO2), Peak Inspiratory pressure and Plateau pressure out-
putting respiration rate and tidal volume settings [23]. The systems dataset
was divided into 60% and 40% for training and evaluation respectively. 0.222
ml/Kgr and 1.21 breaths per minute (bpm) are the mean squared error for
the tidal volume and respiration rate respectively when compared to an eval-
uation dataset.
2.4.7 Coronary artery disease
Muthukaruppan and Er used PSO to tune a fuzzy membership function of an
FES designed to diagnose coronary artery disease in [4]. A decision tree was
used to determine the input factors necessary for the diagnosis since there
were many input factors to consider. The triangular MF is divided into left
(L), centre (C) and right (R), and the manipulated MF for left, centre and
right is denoted as L′ , C ′ , R′ respectively as shown in (2.1). The additional
parameter wi expands and contrast the MF while ki moves the MF from left
to right. These parameters were adjusted by PSO to determine the best MF




= (C + ki)− wi
L
′
= (L+ ki)− wi
R
′
= (R + ki)− wi
(2.1)
2.5 Artificial neural network
In 1943, McCulloch and Pits conceived the first ANN model of the brain
and the first ANN algorithm was developed by Widrow and Rosenblatt. The
ANN can be regarded as a brain-like mathematical abstraction that can be
trained and taught to perform human-like tasks. It is also regarded as a
MLP because its sub-units composed of perceptrons are interlinked to solve
complex real-life problems. According to the topology, there are two classes
of neural networks, a FNN and recurrent neural network (RNN) [104]. Under
these classes are CNN, radial bias function network, stochastic neural network
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Figure 2.4: Tuning the FES’s MF with PSO [4].
(SNN) e.t.c. Most of the various ANN used by researchers are based on FNN
network with back-propagation algorithm for learning. The back propagation
compares the output of the ANN to the expected output by determining the
error. The error is propagated backwards to adjust the weight of subsequent
neurons in the ANN model. Choosing the appropriate ANN for a project is
regarded as an art and a science [104]. Input vectors are a necessity when
training an ANN network, and can occur in the form of different variables or
pixel in image analysis. ANN has been applied to clustering, classification,
function approximation, medical diagnoses, robotics e.t.c. Training an ANN
can be regarded as an art therefore, some pit-falls should be avoided such as:
• initialising with the same weights values closest to zero (can cause lin-
earisation of ANN), starting with weights of high values seldom leads
to a poor model.
• Another pit-fall to avoid is over-fitting the model which can be caused
by over training of the ANN model. To mitigate over-fitting, the train-
ing has to be halted before reaching the global minimum [105].
• Although, there is no definite way of choosing the number of hidden
layers in an ANN model, intuitively choosing a lower of hidden layers
reduces the flexibility of the ANN model in capturing the nonlinear







Tx, j = 1, 2, 3, ...,m (2.2)
Activation functions in ANN serve as the threshold to transform an
input variable to an output in a dataset. Without activation functions,
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ANNs will not create a higher level of abstraction. The most commonly
used activation function is the sigmoid function and can be seen in (2.3).






The quadratic cost function also known as the MSE is the most widely
used error function to measure the accuracy of the ANN model. The
error difference between the desired and network output is intentionally
squared making it quadratic to avoid getting stuck in a local minimal
when crawling the solution space. Other common cost functions are






e2k where ek = y
∗
k − yk (2.4)
y∗k = Desired output.
Yk = Network output.
Figure 2.5: Artificial neural network
2.5.1 Implementation of ANN
Numerous packages have been written in different programming languages
to implement ANN, e.g C, Matlab, C++, Python e.t.c. The algorithm de-
veloped to implement ANN can be mathematically intensive in nature and
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the more complex the ANN is the more mathematically rigorous it becomes.
However, because of faster computers, the time taken to determine the op-
timal weights of an ANN has reduce drastically over the years. On the ex-
perience side of the expert, carefully chosen hyper-parameters, inputs, sane
parameter initialisation and careful coding helps with computing time. The
number of neurons in the input layer of an ANN is the number of input vec-
tors while the number of neurons in the hidden layer lies between the number
of neurons in the output and the input layer. The number of neurons in the
hidden layer has to be reasonable to perform the task at hand.
2.5.2 Medical application of ANN
ANN has been used to diagnose different human ailments and several journal
papers have been published on the technique [19, 20, 22, 106]. As medical
dataset for patients becomes readily available, ANN tends to be attractive
for prognosis and diagnosis of ailments. Developing variants of ANN that
recognise rare categories of disease with high sensitivity and specificity is
imperative to a designer. Advanced variation of ANNs such as CNN, have
been used to study radiographic images (Xrays, nuclear magnetic resonance)
for the chest to diagnose lung cancer, pneumonia, CVD etc [18,107].
2.6 Hybrid system
AI hybridisation is a clever way in which experts benefit from the combination
of two or more AI techniques by overcoming the limitations of combining
single techniques. A number of AI techniques exist, such as ANN, fuzzy logic,
GA, PSO and SVM, on which several scholarly articles have been written
on indicating how to merge these to derive a black box model performing
optimally on nonlinear, stochastic systems.
2.6.1 Medical application of hybrid system
Medical application of hybrid AI techniques is gaining ground [23, 24, 108,
109]. Combining a rule-based system containing knowledge from domain
experts FES with a connectionist system such as ANN can produce a robust
self evolving expert system useful for diagnosis of diseases.
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2.7 Bottle detection
Object detection, segementation and computer vision has been applied to
a lot of domains. Amazon Go is an example of such application, with their
retail stores operating without the need of store keepers. There are a number
of algorithms researchers used to achieve this task. These ranges from com-
puter vision techniques to deep learning model. Matteo [110] experimented
with the idea of using Histogram of Oritented Gradent (HOG) + SVM for
bottle label recognition. He collected 2,300 bottles with different types of
colour, sizes and label for his experiments. SIFT and SURF algorithm was
used on the dataset and an accuracy of 100% was achieved [110]. Wang et
al. [111] used ReliefF algorithm for colour feature selection of recycled bot-
tles and SVM algorithm to classify colour bottles moving through a conveyor
belt. The bottles were divided into seven A performance accuracy of 94.7%
was reached. Honda et al. [112] used acoustic fourier transform for bottle
recognition in conjuction with a three layered neural network. The neural
network input takes the power spectrum measured by acoustic wave with the
coordinates and orientation of the bottles [112]. The shift (coordinate) was
classified into 0, 10, 20, 30 mm while rotation (orientation) was classifed into
0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 [112]. Bottle recogntion rate for a shift of 30mm




Due to shortage and high pay of the specialists for manual disease diagnosis,
a cheap and fast Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) for automatic
diagnosis is very beneficial to combat diseases. The Artificial Intelligence
(AI) Algorithms such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, decision tree, the extreme gradient boost-
ing one (XGBoost), logistic regression and fuzzy set theory incorporated
with physician experience go a long way. They have been applied to diag-
nose diseases such as lung cancer, tuberculosis, cardiovascular diseases and
malaria [18, 20, 86, 107–109, 113–121]. The systems designed to accomplish
such a diagnosis task are classified into the rule-based and the non-rule-
based ones. An expert rule-based system is a system in which an expert
system designer consults a number of experienced domain experts of interest
to acquire knowledge about the task at hand before modelling it. This sys-
tem contains an inference engine, a User Interface (UI) or shell to interact
with the system and a knowledge-base to store the linguistics and rules of
the system. Popular expert systems include DoctorMoon for tuberculosis
and lung cancer, computer-assisted medical diagnosis (CADIAG) for heart
diseases, MYCIN for bacterial infections and TxDENT 2.0 for dental dis-
eases. Some of these expert systems have performed exceptionally well to
the extent that they can diagnose several diseases, example of such is Doc-
torMoon which could diagnose ailments such as pulmonary tuberculosis, lung
cancer, asthma, pneumonia and bronchiectasis con-currently [25]. The non-
rule-based system involves no rules from a domain expert. A typical example
of this type is ANN which infers its knowledge from continuous training on
a dataset. ANN has been used for disease diagnosis in [18–22]. A number
of intelligent systems combine ANN with other ML techniques such as fuzzy
logic system [23, 24]. The system performance has to be optimal to prevent
over-fitting or under-fitting, where various optimisation techniques such as
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genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA) and particle swarm opti-
misation (PSO) are employed to tune the characteristics of system towards
the desired goal. .
One focus area of this trend in AI based medical diagnosis is CKD. CKD
is the gradual loss of the kidney’s ability to filter the blood stream and
rid it of metabolic waste. Over 10% of the world’s population and 15% of
South Africa’s population are affected by this disease [122]. Annually, kid-
ney related ailments cost about one trillion dollars. This has led to a black
market in kidney sales for patients in need of kidney transplants [123]. The
main causes of CKD are over-weight, CVD, HBP, hereditary causes and de-
layed use of anti-retroviral drugs in HIV patients in the world at large [124].
Chinese medicine, traditional herbs, alcohol, crystal-meth, consumption of
other harmful substances and unhealthy eating habits can severely impair
the kidney. The ailing patients condition often goes unnoticed because of
the overlapping symptoms of the kidney disease with other ones. Fatigue
and swollen feet in patients are the initially noticed symptoms of CKD. Di-
abetic patients are highly likely to have CKD, and CKD can be grouped
into five different stages. A CKD patient in the acute stages responds to
treatment and can be revived. These acute stages can be regarded as non-
dialysis-dependent CKD (NDD-CKD) which extends from stage one to stage
four. The last stage is stage five, known as end-stage kidney disease (ESKD).
The patients in this stage require dialysis and intensive care. Whites and the
Indian population of South Africa and of the world do not suffer from CKD
as much as the black population of African [125]. There is an urgent need
for a very reliable CDSS to diagnose CKD in South Africa effectively be-
cause of the number of patients recorded annually [122]. The financial cost
of dialysis for an end-stage CKD (ESKD) patient in South Africa amounts
to about R120,000 ($9200) per year [126]. Early diagnosis of the disease can
drastically prevent ESKD, thus reducing the number of patients on dialysis.
Powerful and effective models that can diagnose CKD to assist nephrologists
and other medical practitioners are imperative. To develop an AI solution
for CKD, one needs data collection and mining. Note that there is an overlap
in the symptoms of CKD with other diseases and there is a need to narrow
down the symptoms to the most important ones (features) so that patients
will not need to carry out numerous tests to diagnose CKD. Thus, feature
selection and reduction becomes important most for data mining.
Qing-Guo WANG and Adeola OGUNLEYE acknowledge the financial support of the
National Research Foundation of South Africa (Grant Number: 113340) and Oppenheimer
Memorial Trust grant, which partially funded their research on this work
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On the other hand, significant scholarly work has been carried out on the
data mining part of the AI system on CKD, including but among others:
• Al-Hyari et al. [127] created models with decision tree (DT), ANN and
Naive Bayes (NB). The model accuracies for decision tree, Naive Bayes
and ANN are 92.2%, 88.2% and 82.4%, respectively. One hundred and
two data points were used but could be too small and over-fits.
• Deng et al. [128] identified the stages of kidney renal cell carcinoma
(KIRC) with gene expression combined with DNA methylation data
generating a fused network. A patient’s network was first constructed
from each type of data, followed by a fused network based on network
fusion methods. Their model had an accuracy of 0.852.
• Salekin and Stankovic [129] designed the models using K-NN, random
forest and neural network. They replaced the missing data in the
dataset with values from the IBK algorithm for the KNN model and
the neural network. The features for their model were further reduced
to create a minimised model for fast computation.
• Zheng et al. [130] used transfer learning method to extract imaging
features from ultra sound kidney images to improve the diagnosis of
congenital abnormalities of the kidney and urinary tract in children. An
SVM was used to classify the features, such as a combination of transfer
learning features and conventional imaging features. The accuracy and
area under ROC of the model were 0.87 and 0.92, respectively.
• Gupta et al. [131] determined the correlation between 11 chronic dis-
eases symptoms, including kidney disease. Several algorithms were used
to diagnose CKD; the ADABoost algorithm yield the best accuracy of
88.66%.
In this section, the researcher addresses feature reduction, learning algorithm
selection and tuning for CKD. The contributions of the work are highlighted
as follows:
• Unlike the domain models such as ANN and ADABoost, several ML
techniques were compared on the CKD dataset without hyperparame-
ter optimisation, and the XGBoost model was found to perform best.
The XGBoost model was then used as our base model. The XGBoost
model is then optimised, its performance based on the full statistical
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metrics was analysed and found to be far better than the existing mod-
els.
• Some set-theoretical rules were presented to combine the positive ex-
pertise of a few feature selection techniques to obtain the final features
used to train the model. This can be compared to the common clinic
practice of employing a few nephrologists to diagnose CKD and take
a collective decision which should be better than individual ones in
general. This rule worked exactly as expected.
• A minimised XGBoost model was then developed with the reduced fea-
ture set obtained by the above rule. Note that this reduced set had
about half the features of the full set. Nevertheless, the model trained
on it yielded the same performance as the full model with perfect pre-
diction. Thus, this minimised CKD XGBoost model exhibited potency,
and it can be embedded in a CDSS in view of its ability to make fast,
efficient and low cost CKD diagnosis for patients in South Africa and
other countries.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section I describes the model devel-
opment while Section II shows the model testing and benchmarking against
other methods. Section III concludes the chapter and it emphasises the
salient points.
3.1 Model development
The dataset is represented as D={ (xi,yi), i = 1, 2, ..., N}, where
xi =
[
xi1, xi2, xi3, ..., xip
]
(3.1)
is a row vector with input variables (or features) of real-value as its elements,
and
yi ∈ {0, 1} (3.2)
is a scalar with the output of integer-value as its element. The task in hand
is a binary classification problem, that is, generation of a model, y = f(x),
based on the training data. Then one can apply the model to the test data
to predict ŷk=f(xk) in the hope that the predicted output ŷk will be the same















Figure 3.1: Proposed method.
The proposed model is shown in Figure 3.1. The first issue in model building
via ML is feature selection/reduction. It is costly to collect more features and
cumbersome to use them in model training. It is then imperative to reduce
the features by selecting only the relevant and important features contribut-
ing to good output prediction. This also helps ML algorithms to learn hidden
patterns in a dataset, reducing the noise and correlations of some features.
There are many methods of achieving feature selection. Each has its own
strengths and weaknesses. No one seems universally best. The researcher
sought for suitable methods according to our particular application of CKD
and run screening simulation. Finally, the following three methods described
below were chosen.
Recursive feature elimination (RFE). RFE recursively reduces the fea-
tures in a dataset with repeated modelling [132]. The RFE algorithm initially
uses all the features to fit a model. The features will in turn be ranked in
order of importance [133]. Let L be a sequence of ordered numbers repre-
senting the number of features to be kept (L1 > L2 > L3 ...). Estimators are
trained and each feature is assigned a particular weight. After each round of
recursive model creation, the features with the smallest weights are removed.
Features that performed very well are kept. RFE is a meta-algorithm that
uses another ML algorithm for its feature selection. The researcher’s RFE is
based on logistic regression.
Extra tree classifier (ETC). This is also known as the extreme randomised
classifier (ERC) and was proposed by Geurts et al. [134]. ETC builds an en-
semble of unpruned decision or regression trees in a top-down manner. The
procedure is performed based on feature representation and partition to the
right and left nodes. A tree grows up to a specified tree depth. During the
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bagging process and with each attribute split, a random subset of features
is used. Two main differences from other tree-based ensemble methods are
that the method splits the node by choosing cut-points fully completely at
random and that it uses the whole learning sample (rather than a bootstrap
replica) to grow the trees. Tree based classifiers have built-in feature selec-
tion. ETC can be used to determine the important features in the dataset.
The more a particular feature is involved in the splitting process in the ETC
model, the more important the feature is. This algorithm uses the Gini index
as its split criteria and uses greedy optimisation to perform its task.
Univariate selection (US). Univariate selection works by selecting fea-
tures that have performed well in accordance with univariate statistical tests
such as Pearson’s correlation, LDA, ANOVA and the Chi-square test [135].
The Chi-square test can be defined as a statistical test to evaluate the like-
lihood of correlation or association between features using their frequency
distribution. For the univariate selection technique, the researcher used "Se-
lectKBest" from the SciKit-learn Python package [133], and set the scoring
function and K to Chi2 and Chi4, respectively.
The researcher ranked all the features using RFE, ETC and univariate se-
lection, to find good candidate features. Note that it is quite risky to base
the final feature selection on any single method because all have weaknesses.
Combining two or more methods that complement each other can effectively
reduce the weakness of individual methods. Thus the final selection rule is
that feature j is taken if it is selected by two or three feature selection meth-
ods mentioned above.
The original (or full) dataset and the reduced dataset using the above feature
selection procedure will be compared in the next section on CKD. It is also
worth mentioning that the feature selection procedure used in this work can
have many easy extensions to suit a wide range of applications. For example,
one can apply the 4-3 rule; that is, use four feature selection methods and
take a feature that is selected by three or more methods. The key principles
that should always be followed are that two or more methods should be used
for preliminary selection and these methods should complement each other
in the sense that they do not share any common weakness.
Once the suitable features have been obtained, one has to choose an ML al-
gorithm to train a model function, y = f(x). Great progress has been made
with ML over the decades. The new trend is deep learning; however, this
usually needs a dataset containing several thousands of instances. For medi-
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cal cases such as the CKD data for a particular region, the data size is much
smaller, especially after eliminating invalid data points. It is known that
tree-based algorithms, SVM and regression function with a smaller dataset.
Thus, one has to look at the standard ML algorithms as well their new ad-
vances. The researcher ran a preliminary test for logistic regression, LDA,
CART, SVM, KNN and XGBoost on the CKD dataset and evaluated the
performance of the different algorithms. XGBoost was appealing because its
default setting yielded better average performance compared with the other
classifiers in the test. The researcher thus then chose it and optimised its
performance.
XGBoost: Chen et al. [18] developed the XGBoost algorithm. It is an ex-
tendable and cutting-edge application of gradient boosting machines and has
proven to push the limits of computing power for boosted trees algorithms. It
was developed for the sole purpose of model performance and computational
speed. Boosting is an ensemble technique in which new models are added
to adjust the errors made by existing models. Models are added recursively
till no noticeable improvements can be detected. Gradient boosting is an
algorithm in which new models are created that predict the residuals of prior
models and then combine to make the final prediction. It uses a gradient
descent algorithm to minimise the loss when adding new models. This ap-
proach supports both regression and classification. XGBoost successful won
17 out of the 29 ML tasks posted on Kaggle by 2015. Using the multiple
core of a central processing unit (CPU) and reducing the look-up times of
individual trees created in XGBoost, the performance was significantly im-
proved. This algorithm is written in R and Python SciKit-learn [133] library
and comes with new regularisation techniques.
To achieve optimal performance, the model has to be tuned carefully. Tuning
XGBoost can be a very daunting task because of the number of hyperparam-
eters it has. These parameters can be grouped into general, booster, learning
task and command line parameters. Tuning can be done in a grid or ran-
dom search. This paper uses the grid search. A grid search for optimum
performance with a high dimension of parameters could be difficult. This
can be managed easily by taking a smaller combination of parameters with
reasonable ranges of parametric values at a time. K-fold cross validation
is adopted to evaluate the model performance during the model selection
phase. For the simulation in this study, Python packages and libraries were
used because these are free and open source. The grid search was carried out
as follows.
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• Step 1: Keep 10% of the dataset as the validation set and another 10%
as the test set. Use the remaining 80% to form the optimised XGBoost
CKD model. The "n_estimators" that determines the epoch of the
model are set to 100 and early_stopping_rounds to 10 to check for
over-fitting.
• Step 2: Search for the optimal learning_rate and gamma simultane-
ously because they affect the performance of the model directly. The
grid values sought for the learning_rate are 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.06, 0.1,
0.2, and 0.3, while those for the gamma are 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and
10. All the possible combinations of these two parameter values are run
for the model tuning and the one with the best performance is retained
as the optimal.
• Step 3: Having obtained the optimal values of the learning_rate and
gamma, make a grid-search over the max_depth and min_child_weight
in selected ranges of 1 to 10.
• Step 4: Make a grid-search over the L2 regularisation parameter reg_lambda
and subsample simultaneously in selected ranges 0.1 to 1.
• Step 5: Make a grid-search over max_delta_step to adjust for imbal-
ance in the dataset, grid searching value of 1 to 5.
• Step 6: Re-examine the model by undertaking a simultaneous grid
search over gamma, reg_lambda and the subsample to check for dif-
ferences between the optimum values.
Note that K-fold cross validation is used to avoid over-fitting. One selects
the most popular one of K = 10. The data are divided equally to 10 folds,
nine folds are used for training and the remaining one fold is for evaluation.
The data set is reshuffled and the cross validation is repeated. After the
training, model prediction is assessed on the test data only. Thus the model
performance such as the prediction accuracy and standard deviation can be
obtained for comparison of the different ML algorithms and parameter set-
tings.
Note also that prediction accuracy cannot be the only yardstick to select a
classifier. Other criteria should be considered as well. The researcher follow
the standard definitions of all the performance measures. The basic terms
are the following:
• True positive (TP): This is defined as the number of ill cases that are
correctly indicated as ill.
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• False positive (FP): This is defined as the number of healthy cases that
are wrongly indicated as ill.
• True negative (TN): This is defined as the number of healthy cases that
are correctly indicated as healthy.
• False negative (FN): This is defined as the number of ill cases that are
wrongly indicated as healthy.
The confusion matrix is a tabular representation of the above four numbers
and is exhibited in Table 1. The above terms are used to form several per-
formance measures:
• Accuracy in ML is a metrics that is used to determine the number of
a particular class that is correctly identified over the total number of
samples. It can be calculated as TP+TN
TP+TN+FT+FN
.
• Precision is the ratio of the number of correctly identified ill cases over
the total number of identified ill cases is and calculated as TP
TP+FP
.
• Sensitivity is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted ill cases
over the total number of the ill cases and is calculated as TP
TP+FN
.
• Specificity is the ratio of the number of correctly identified healthy cases
over the total number of the healthy cases and calculated as TN
TN+FP
.
• ROC curve is the graph of true positive rate (TPR) against the false
positive rate (FPR). It shows the diagnostic ability of a model.
• The AUC is the area under the ROC curve. The AUC gives the sum of
the measured performance across all possible classification thresholds.
Table 3.1: Confusion matrix
Identified class
Ill Healthy
Actual class Ill TP FNHealthy FP TN
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3.2 Model simulation
The online repository of the UCI provides a CKD dataset. This set contains
400 patients with 250 CKD cases and 150 CKD-free cases. According to the
ratio of CKD-free and CKD patients in the dataset, the dataset is fairly bal-
anced. The features are exhibited in Table 4.1. The patients’ ages (Age) are
between 2 and 90 years old. The BP is between 50 and 120 mmHg, while 70 to
490 mgs/dl is the range of the blood glucose random (BGR). The blood urea
(BU) lies between 15 and 424 mgs/dl. The patients serum creatinine (SC)
lies between 0.5 and 48.1 mgs/dl, Sodium (SOD) in 4.5 and 150 mEq/L and
potassium (POT) in 2.5 and 7.6 mEq/L.The patient’s haemoglobin (HEMO)
lies between 5.6 and 17.7 gms, and their pack cell volume (PCV) ranges from
16 to 53, white blood cell count (WBCC) from 2200 to 26400 cell/cumm, and
red blood cell count (RBCC) from 2.1 to 8.0 million/cumm. Specific gravity
(SG) is between 1.005 and 1.025, while albumin and blood sugar lies between
0 and 5. Four rows contain outliers and erroneous data, and these rows have
been removed in preparation for modelling [136], [137]. Then the number
of data points/rows becomes 396. The categorical features in the dataset
were converted to binary variables, that is, converting ’poor’ or ’good’, ’no’
or ’yes’, ’not-present’ or ’present’ to ’zero’ and ’one’. Some columns that
were not binary were normalised to enable an ML algorithm to work consis-






so that the normalised data in terms of z have an the element value between
0 and 1. The researcher tried dropping the rows with missing data making
the instances drop from 396 to 157, which is a considerable reduction in the
dataset and would badly affect the model because of the small data size.
The researcher considered several options for replacing missing data such
as fill-forward and fill-backward, mean, median and mode imputation. The
Gaussian curve was plotted to view the dataset after imputation, leading the
researcher to choose the median imputation because it formed a regular bell
curve. In the original dataset, the instances of the same class are grouped
together. The researcher decided to shuffle the dataset to break the definite
pattern. The resulting set is called the full dataset.
There are a large number of ML algorithms. The size of the dataset makes
complex techniques such as ANN unsuitable because of over-fitting. The
state-of-the-art use of ANN is deep learning and it performs well with a
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6 Blood Pressure BP
7 Blood Glucose Random BGR
8 Blood Urea BU
9 Coronary Artery Disease CAD
10 Diabetes Mellitus DM
11 Pus Cell Clump PCC




16 Pack Cell Volume PCV
17 White Blood Cell Count WC
18 Red Blood Cell Count RBCC
19 Hypertension HTN
20 Pus Cell PC
21 Specific Gravity SG
22 Red Blood Cell RBC
23 Petal oedema PE
24 Sugar SU
25 Class CLASS
Table 3.3: Performance of AI methods.
Abbreviation Accuracy F1_score Sensitivity AUC RMSE
KNN 0.968±0.032 0.93±0.10 0.87±0.16 0.98±0.04 0.18±0.18
LG 0.981±0.026 0.95±0.10 0.91±0.16 1.00±0.00 0.14±0.17
SVM 0.981±0.026 0.95±0.10 0.91±0.16 1.00±0.00 0.14±0.17
LDA 0.981±0.025 0.95±0.10 0.93±0.16 1.00±0.00 0.14±0.20
CART 0.981±0.016 0.96±0.07 0.95±0.10 0.99±0.04 0.14±0.17
XGBoost 0.987±0.016 0.97±0.06 0.98±0.08 1.00±0.00 0.11±0.16
large dataset. It is known that the tree-based algorithm, SVM and regres-
sion perform well with small dataset, among them, we chose the methods
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of KNN, logistic regression (LG), LDA, CART, SVM and XGBoost. These
were applied to the full dataset, with the normal/default parameters without
tuning. Table 3.3 shows the performance metrics including accuracy, RMSE,
f1_score, precision, sensitivity and AUC. Overall, XGBoost yielded the best
performance and thus it was taken forward as the ML algorithm.
The researcher next refined the XGBoost model on the full features with the
parameter optimisation method of section 2. The model was trained and
tuned on the training dataset. To avoid over-fitting of the model, an early-
stop parameter was set to 10. The classification error and loss function of the
optimisation process are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The optimal values
of hyperparameters were obtained and are given in Table 6.2. The validation
dataset was used to check the performance of the trained model. If it proved
satisfactory, the researcher proceeded with the test. The test set was used to
evaluate the model. In Table 3.5 the performance of this model is compared
with the CKD models found in the literature. Based on these measures, the
proposed model shows significant improvement.
























Figure 3.2: Classification error of the full model.
Correlated features are redundant and may degrade the performance of ML
algorithms. The correlations between the features are depicted in Figure 3.4,
which is from [138]. Thus, the researcher had to make the feature reduction.
The 24 features were ranked using recursive feature elimination, extra tree
classifier and uni-variate selection, respectively. The ranking is shown, re-
spectively, in Figures 3.5 - 3.7, where one sees that the features are ranked
differently by different algorithms. A cut-off point is determined to select
the top-ranked features for the best trade-off between model performance
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Figure 3.3: Loss function of the full model.










Table 3.5: Comparison of models.
Model Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Gupta et al. 0.886 Nil Nil
Al-Hyari et al. 0.922 0.939 0.842
Park et al. 0.831 0.900 0.696
Full model 1.000 1.000 1.000
and simplicity. The cut-off points for RFE, ETC and univariate selection
are 10, 2.5 and 2.5, respectively. After this selection, the sets of the retained
features for RFE, ETC and univariate selection are represented by S1, S2






















































































































































Figure 3.5: Ranking of CKD features with RFE.
S1 has 15 features:




S2 has 13 features:
S2 = {HEMO,DM,SG,AL, SC, PCV,
APPET,WBCC,PC},
(3.5)



















































































Figure 3.7: Ranking of CKD features with US.
S3 = {DM,HTN,AL,ANE,PE, PCC,
SG, SU,APPET,CAD,PC}.
(3.6)
Optimal XGBoost modelling was applied to each Si. The tuning process is
shown in Figures 3.8-3.13. The optimal values of the hyperparameters are
given in Table 3.6. Three models work like three experienced nephrologists
to diagnose patients separately. Their performance is compared in Table 3.7.
Of the three feature selection algorithms, RFE performed best and yielded
accuracy, precision and sensitivity of 0.989, 0.985 and 1.000 respectively, but
its performances was worse than that of the full model which has perfect
scores for all the measures.
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Table 3.6: Optimal parameter values for the selected features.
Hyperparameter RFE ETC US Reduced
Learning_rate 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2
N_estimator 100 100 100 100
gamma 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3
reg_lambda 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2
subsample 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.7
min_child_weight 2 1 2 2
max_depth 3 3 2 3
max_delta_step 2 1 2 2





















Figure 3.8: Classification error of RFE model.

















Figure 3.9: Loss function of RFE model.
Finally, the researchers applied the feature selection rule to obtain the re-
duced set of the feature Sr: a feature was used only if it was a member of at
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Figure 3.10: Classification error of ETC model.

















Figure 3.11: Loss function of ETC model.























Figure 3.12: Classification error of US model.
least two sets of the above three. This yielded
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Figure 3.13: Loss function of US model.
Sr = {DM,AL, SG,HTN,HEMO,WBCC,
AGE,PCV,ANE,PE, SU,APPET, PC}.
with only 13 features, optimal XGBoosting modeling was applied to Sr. The
tuning process is shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, while the optimal parameter
values are given in Table 3.6. The resulting reduced model is then compared
with the full model in Table , and the models obtained above with individual
feature selection methods 3.7. The reduced model have perfect scores for
all the measures. Note that if a smaller set of features is used effectively
to build a model to diagnose CKD, it will reduce the money and time that
the patient spends on medical tests. Besides, it will also make the diagnosis
system simpler and faster.





















Figure 3.14: Classification error of the reduced model.
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Loss For Reduced Model Reduced model 
Figure 3.15: Loss function of the reduced model.
Table 3.7: Model comparison.
Model Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity MAE
RFE 0.989 0.985 1.000 0.983 0.011
ETC 0.979 0.981 0.981 0.979 0.021
US 0.979 1.000 0.969 0.974 0.021
Reduced model 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
Full model 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000



















Figure 3.16: ROC of the full model.
To characterise the full model (based on full features) and reduced model
(based on finally selected features), their performance was further studied
with the ROC plot in Figures 3.16 and 3.17, where two cases show invisible
differences. An out-of-sample set of about 10% of the dataset was kept to
test the model’s predictive power. This test set translates into 40 patients, of
which 11 patients had CKD, while the rest were CKD-free. The full model
correctly diagnosed all 11 CKD and all 29 CKD-free patients, which was
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Figure 3.17: ROC of the reduced model.
perfect. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 3.8. On the other hand,
the reduced model matched the full model performance-wise. Its confusion
matrix is shown in Table 3.9. Note that the numbers in the confusion matrix
were used to calculate the performance measures shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.8: Confusion matrix for the full model.
Predicted class
CKD NoCKD
Actual class CKD 11 0NoCKD 0 29
Table 3.9: Confusion matrix for the reduced model.
Predicted class
CKD NoCKD
Actual class CKD 11 0NoCKD 0 29
3.3 Conclusion
In this section, the XGBoost method was studied and optimised for CKD
diagnosis. The resulting CKD models were compared with the existing CKD
models in the domain. The proposed full model achieved accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of 1.000, 1.000 and 1.000, respectively. Three feature selecting
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techniques were combined by leveraging the strengths of each technique. A
reduced model with about half of the full features had accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of 1.000, 1.000 and 1.000, respectively. These models coupled
with the experience of a nephrologist, can help reduce the cost and time to
diagnose a CKD patient. Image based feature extraction and learning show




Randomised Forest and Localised
Regression with Application to
Medical Diagnosis
The accurate diagnosis of diseases is critical to the survival of humans. At
times, owing to the overlapping nature and similarities of symptoms, it can
be challenging for an inexperienced clinician to diagnose diseases properly.
Numerous wrong and untimely diagnose of diseases have cost patients money,
time and even their lives. According to the White Paper released by Pin-
nacle Care, 64% of medical practitioners surveyed testified that 10% of mis-
diagnose had serious consequences [140]. Moreover, mis-diagnosis of diseases
costs the American economy about 750 billion dollars every year [140]. To
save the costs of human diagnosis and improve its quality, AI techniques
have been applied [18, 20, 86, 107–109, 113–120] to predict and diagnose dis-
eases such as lung cancer, tuberculosis, CVDs and malaria. The symptoms of
an ailment from a patient serves as the input vector to diagnose the ailment
using the AI model. The systems designed to accomplish these tasks are clas-
sified into rule-based and non-rule-based ones. The non-rule-based system is
based on AI techniques such as ANN, SVM, GA, Particle Swarm Algorithm,
fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory [18–22]. An expert rule-based system is a
one in which an expert system designer consults the experienced domain ex-
perts of interest to obtain knowledge about the task at hand. This system
builds a knowledge-base with the linguistics and rules as well as an inference
engine, a UI to interact with the system. The linguistics are acquired from
the knowledge experts and are written in a human-like form. These are com-
bined with "if-then" rules for the expert system (ES) to perform intelligently.
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A decision tree partitions a dataset in a hierarchical manner into subsets
with data points of similar natures. Typical examples include the random
projection (RP) tree, approximate principal direction (APD) tree and PCA
tree [141]. These can be used individually or combined with others to form
a forest using an ensemble technique such as boosting or bagging. There are
rich tree-based algorithms in which the cost function or splitting criterion de-
termines how the splitting of the node occurs.The C4.5 decision tree makes
use of entropy as its cost function while the CART uses the Gini-index as
its cost function [142]. The problem with these methods is that they are
likely to generate unbalanced subsets at the child nodes quickly. Thus, one
adopts the mean-based splitting rule to generate more balanced subsets. The
tree depth will be controlled to reduce the complexity of the tree. At a leaf
node, a local regression is made to produce a continuous prediction function.
Majority voting will be employed to make the aggregated prediction for the
final model.
The contributions of this work are highlighted below. A new forest building
method is proposed. The splitting rule is formulated using the mean of
data columns to grow tree till the child nodes are small in size. Then local
regression is applied to the leaf nodes to enhance the resolution of the node
outputs. Randomisation is introduced at tree growth and forest creation.
The local prediction accuracy on the leaves are used to select a subset of
the test data for actual predictions. A stable model on the diagnosis of
ASD based on the above method has been developed. The model achieves
a prediction accuracy of 96.19% and a mean recall of 96.67%. The rest of
the section is organised as follows. Section I describes the proposed tree
method while section II details the ASD case study. Section III concludes
the chapter.
4.1 The proposed method
A dataset can be denoted as, D={ (xi,yi), i = 1, 2, ..., N}, where
xi =
[
xi1, xi2, xi3, ..., xip
]
(4.1)
xi are real numbers representing the input variables, and
yi ∈ {0, 1} (4.2)
The element of yi are integers representing the output variables. In the con-
text of ML, the intention is to build a model y=f(x), such that given a test
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input, xk, the model prediction, ŷk=f(xk) yields its class: either 0 or 1. Such
predictions should be as accurate as possible, that is, ŷk=yk, the true out-
put, for as many k as possible. There are different classification methods in
the literature, such as nearest neighbour, linear regression, neural networks,
SVMs, and trees and forests. In this chapter, the researcher combines the
forest with regression using some innovations to establish a new classification
method.
















αixij, αi ≥ 0,
N∑
i=1
αi = 1. (4.4)
The heavier weightings may be assigned to the data points of higher quality
and/or more importance than those of lower quality and/or less importance.
The default setting is equally weighted, that is, it is just the mean.
The method starts with tree building. One may build one tree solely based
on one column, that is, tree 1 with x1, and then do j= {2,...,p}, a forest
of p trees. This is called a fixed order. The alternative is a random order,
that is, one draws randomly at each partitioning from the column number
set, {1,2,...,p}. This random version can generate any number of trees. Such
randomisation could help reduce variance and improve performance (4.2)-
(4.10). Thus, one takes the random order for algorithm development.
Let D0=D be the original dataset, or the root or mother node. Draw ran-
domly a number from the column number set, {1,2,...,p}, and assign it as j.
Replace this number back into the set for a future drawing. Divide D0 to its
two child nodes by the following mean-based splitting rule:
D0 =
{
D11, if xij < x̄j,
D12, if xij > x̄j.
(4.5)
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One now considers one child node at a time, say, D11. View D11 as the root
node and apply the above mean-based splitting rule to D11 to generate D21
and D22. Similarly, D12 will produce D23 and D24. This process can con-
tinue to grow a tree as deep as one wishes, until some stopping rule is hit
and then the tree stops growing so that the tree building process is completed.
The height of a tree is defined as H=0 for the root node, H=1 for D1∗ and
so on. The maximum tree height, Hmax, is set as an hyper-parameter or
tuning parameter of the method. It serves as a stopping rule that prevents
the algorithm from over-partitioning the dataset, that is, the tree grows until
H = Hmax and then it stops. Besides, it is rational to stop tree growth if the
node is small enough in terms of data points inside it. Let N(Dkl) be the
number of data points in the node Dkl. One grows the tree till N(Dkl) <=
Nmin and then it stops, where Nmin is the intended minimum number of data
points in the node and set as another tuning parameter. One combines the
above two stopping rules by the "or" relation, that is, a tree stops growing if
H = Hmax or N(Dkl) <= Nmin. (4.6)
The prediction based on the majority class on leaf nodes may not be good as
it does not reflect the input-output relation well in the nodes. The researchers
prefers the regression method to map the inputs to the output better. Sup-
pose, for simplicity of notation, that the dataset at a leave node is similarly
denoted by Dkl={(xi,yi), i = 1, 2, ..., Nkl}. Given a regression function f(x),
this dataset is fitted to f(x) to determine its coefficients, normally, in the
least squares sense. There are many choices for the regression function. The
researchers choose the logistic one:




since it is most popular in applications based on the ML literature [143,144].
After the regression is completed, the prediction on a leave node Dkl of tree
q is made by
ŷq =
{
0, if fkl(x) < 0.5,
1, if fkl(x) > 0.5.
(4.8)
The above process is repeated till the number of trees reaches Tmax, the user-
specified tree number. In the end, a forest of Tmax trees is built, and each tree
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has its leaf nodes with their respective regression functions. The prediction





q=1 ŷq < Tmax/2,
1, if
∑Tmax






D31 D32 D33 D34
D41 D42
Figure 4.1: Partitioning of dataset.
where ŷq is the prediction of tree q based on the leaf node, which the given
x would be finally drop. This method is summarised as Algorithm 1 for easy
reference and illustrated in Figure 4.1, where a red palette denotes a leave
node. Note that variations to some operations in this method are possible
and are shown below. They offer users more choices.
To validate the method, assume a validation dataset with Nv points, {(xk,yk),
k=1,2,...,Nv}. Consider one point at a time with its input xk. Our algorithm
lets xk go through tree 1 to reach one final leaf node. Then it invokes the
regression function f(x) for that leave node to obtain its prediction ŷk1 from
(4.8). Do this similarly for q = 2, 3, ..., Tmax, to obtain ŷkq. Use (4.9) to
find the final prediction ŷk, and compare this with its true value, yk. This
prediction is correct if they are equal to each other; otherwise, it is wrong.
One defines the prediction accuracy of the forest as the percentage of correct
predictions over the total data points. At the tree level, one can similarly
determine prediction accuracy of tree q by comparing ykq with yk.
Note that the predictions of some leaves may be better than others. This is
useful local information and may give a higher level of confidence in decision
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Algorithm 1
Input: D={ (xi,yi), i = 1, 2, ..., N},
Output: A forest with leave regression functions fkl(x)
Require D 6= φ
1: for all xi in D do
2: for all xij in xj do
3: Append xij in arrTemp[ ]
4: if ( Length of arrTemp == N) then
5: Calculate x̄j for xj where j = 1, ..., p and i = 1, ..., N




10: for all xi in x do
11: for all xij in xj do
12: if (H > Hmax or N(Dlk) > Nmin) then
13: Select x̄j from arrMean[ ]
14: if (xij < x̄j) then
15: Append xi to arrLeft[ ]
16: else










making. For example, blood pressure is one key factor in some diseases. Its
level above a threshold may give a very high chance of correct diagnosis. In
the current context, those data points with very high pressure values go to
certain leaf nodes of a tree. To take advantage of such local information, one
calculates the prediction accuracy of each leaf node for use in the test.
The prediction accuracy information on validation dataset with regards to
leaf nodes can be used in the test dataset to improve prediction accuracy
further. Suppose a test dataset with Nt points, {(xl, yl), l = 1, 2, ..., Nt}.
Consider one point at a time with its input xl. xl goes through tree 1 to reach
its final leaf node; Retrieve the prediction accuracy for this node: proceed
if this accuracy is higher than a threshold; otherwise, take this point off the
dataset and move to the next point. For a leaf with good accuracy, one
invokes the regression function for that leaf node, and obtains the prediction
ŷl1 from (4.8). Repeat this process for j = 2, 3, ..., Tmax. If this point goes
through all Tmax leave nodes, one obtains ŷlj, j = 1, 2, ..., Tmax. Use (4.9) to
find the final prediction ŷl. Once all the test points have been processed, one
can determine the prediction accuracy for the reduced test dataset where the
failed data points have been removed. It is wise not to make any diagnosis
of the failed data points as one is uncertain of their prediction performance.
4.2 Case study
ASD is a nervous system disorder associated with poor social skills, repetitive
behaviour and speech impairment. It occurs on people of various ages and
backgrounds. The waiting time for an ASD diagnosis is lengthy and the
procedure is not cost effective. An increase in ASD cases across the world
and the economic impact of this has led to an urgent need for the development
of easily implemented, automatic and effective screening methods. This will
help health professionals and inform individuals whether they should pursue
a formal clinical diagnosis. To this end, a dataset related to behavioural
traits is required to enable thorough analysis and improve the efficiency,
sensitivity, specificity and predictive accuracy of the ASD screening process.
ML has been implemented to diagnose ASD.
• Bram van den Bekerom [13] diagnosed ASD using features such as
birth weight, learning, and speech disability, premature birth physical
attributes and development delays with Naive Bayes, SVM, J48 deci-
sion tree and random forest on his ASD dataset. The study shows that
J48 decision tree has the highest accuracy of 0.541. The performance
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of the model was improved [13] to 0.902 by turning the binary classifi-
cation into four classes measuring the severity of ASD and applying a
one-away method.
• Jamal et al. [12] diagnosed ASD in children by using an electro-encephalogram
(EEG) to measure the functional connectivity of the brain during face
recognition tasks. Children’s EEG signals were processed for the recog-
nition of fearful, happy and neutral faces. The dataset generated was
used with discriminant analysis and SVM to classify the cases into
ASD and non-ASD. The SVM with polynomial kernel of order-2 per-
formed better with accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of 0.947, 0.857
and 1.000, respectively.
• Bussu et al. [145] studied the presence of ASD in children from of 8
to 36 months old by incorporating multiple behavioural and develop-
mental measures for different time-points. The SVM classifier with
Bayesian optimisation was used to diagnose ASD. The analysis shows
that ML algorithms performed better when the child was older than
14 months. The performance of the best model at 14 months had an
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and AUC of 0.661, 0.622, 0.695 and
0.718, respectively.
Although the above results were obtained by other scholars with different
techniques on different datasets, the researchers also conducted the ASD
study with the method shown in the preceding section and achieved perfor-
mance improvement. This study is described as follows:
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Table 4.1: Disease attributes
Number Attribute Type
1 Question 1 Answer Binary
2 Question 2 Answer Binary
3 Question 3 Answer Binary
4 Question 4 Answer Binary
5 Question 5 Answer Binary
6 Question 6 Answer Binary
7 Question 7 Answer Binary
8 Question 8 Answer Binary
9 Question 9 Answer Binary




14 Born with jaundice Binary
15 Who is completing the test Categorical
16 Country of residence Categorical
17 Used the screening application before Binary
18 Family member with PDD Binary
19 Screening Method Type Categorical























































































Figure 4.2: Correlation matrix of the attributes.
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4.2.1 Pre-processing dataset
For the current study, the autism dataset was obtained from the UCI reposi-
tory. The behaviour science study indicated that 20 attributes were effective
in distinguishing ASD cases from controls [146]. These are listed in Table
4.1. The dataset contains 704 instances of patients records, that is, N=704.
The dataset has both categorical and numerical attributes, which were pre-
processed for ML. The imputation was used to handle the missing data. The
resulting dataset was reshuffled because the outputs of similar classes were
grouped together in the original data. Correlations of attributes in a dataset
can adversely affect ML techniques. Figure 4.2 shows the correlations be-
tween the attributes in the researcher’s dataset. Four attributes, No 13, 16,
17 and 20, in Table 1, were excluded because they were almost constant or
not relevant. one-hot encoding was used to handle categorical attributes,
while numerical ones were normalised to have their values between 0 and 1.
In the end, a total of 16 effective attributes was obtained, that is p=16. This
forms the actual dataset to which the method proposed in Section 2 was
applied. The dataset was divided into training, validation and test subsets
of 75%, 10%, and 15%, respectively.
The proposed method has three tuning parameters. Let the tree height
be Hmax = 1, 2, 3, Nmin = 40, 60, 80, 100, and Tmax = 10, 15, 20, respec-
tively. One runs the simulation for each combination of the above three
possible values. For example, consider the combination case of Hmax = 1,
Nmin = 40 and Tmax = 15. Invoke Algorithm 1 for the training dataset. Since
N = 528 > Nmin, the algorithm works to divide D0 to D11 and D12 but stops
there as Hmax = 1, and Tree 1 is formed by D0, D11 and D12. During this
process of creation of Tree 1 creation, the random drawing of the column
number gives j=5. Then D0 is partitioned based on the mean of column 5 to
two leaf nodes of D11 and D12 having 250 and 278 data points, respectively.
D11 has a regression function with accuracy, precision and recall of 86.67%,
69.05%, and 96.67%, respectively, whileD12 has accuracy, precision and recall
of 94.29%, 92.86%, and 86.67%, respectively. Continue this building process
for Tree q = 2, 3, ..., 15, so that the ensemble of 15 trees is found. Next,
look at the validation set. Take one data point from the set and let it pass
through Tree 1. In the end, it reaches D11. Its output prediction from Tree 1
is found from (4.7) as f(x)=0 so that ŷ1 = 0, from (4.8). Similarly, one finds
other 14 predictions from Tree q = 2, 3, ..., 15. It follows from the majority
voting (4.9) that the prediction of the ensemble on this data point is ŷ = 0.
One continues this process of validation till the predictions on all the vali-
dation data points are found. Then, one is able to evaluate the performance
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of the ensemble in terms of three measures: accuracy= 93.33%, precision=
84.85%, and recall= 93.33%, respectively, for the validation set. Note that
each tree has two leaf nodes and 15 trees have 30 leaf nodes. For each leaf
node, one has a certain number of validation data points that fall into it. The
prediction accuracy for each leaf node is thus based on those validation data
points. one sets the threshold of accuracy as 80%. Among the total of 30
leaf nodes, 11 pass this test and are called the selected leaf nodes, which are
used for the test set. Take one test data point at a time. Let it go through
15 trees, one by one, to reach 15 leaf nodes. If all of them are the selected
nodes, one takes this point as the selected point, obtains its prediction on
the ensemble and includes it in the performance table of the test; otherwise,
if there are one or more leaf nodes on which the point falls onto but that
are not in the selected nodes, one drops this point and excludes it from the
table. After going through all the test points, one determines the accuracy,
precision and recall of the test. In such a that way, one simulates all the com-
bination cases, record the outcomes, and calculates performance measures.
In the end, the test is completed and the results are shown in Tables 4.2-4.10.
It can be seen from Table 4.2-4.10 that the ensemble performs quite well
across the given parameter ranges, and one of the best is atHmax=1, Tmax=10,
and Nmin = 100 with accuracy, precision and recall of 96.19%, 90.62%, and
96.67%, respectively. In Table 4.11, the result is compared with those in the
literature, and it indicates significant improvement.
Table 4.2: Performance at Hmax=1 and Tmax=10
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 93.33% 84.85% 93.33%
60 90.48% 91.67% 73.33%
80 93.33% 89.66% 86.67%
100 95.24% 93.10% 90.00%
Table 4.3: Performance at Hmax=1 and Tmax=15
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 92.38% 82.35% 93.33%
60 93.33% 92.59% 83.33%
80 95.24% 93.10% 90.00%
100 95.24% 90.00% 93.10%
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Table 4.4: Performance at Hmax=1 and Tmax=20
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 94.29% 90.00% 90.00%
60 94.29% 92.86% 86.67%
80 95.24% 96.30% 86.67%
100 95.24% 96.30% 86.67%
Table 4.5: Performance at Hmax=2 and Tmax=10
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 89.52% 85.19% 76.67%
60 92.38% 86.67% 86.67%
80 94.29% 92.86% 86.67%
100 94.29% 96.15% 83.33%
Table 4.6: Performance at Hmax=2 and Tmax=15
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 91.43% 80.00% 93.33%
60 93.33% 87.10% 90.00%
80 94.29% 87.50% 93.33%
100 92.38% 100.00% 73.33%
Table 4.7: Performance at Hmax=2 and Tmax=20
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 94.29% 87.50% 93.33%
60 93.33% 89.66% 86.67%
80 93.33% 92.59% 83.33%
100 95.24% 93.10% 90.00%
Table 4.8: Performance at Hmax=3 and Tmax=10
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 91.43% 86.21% 83.33%
60 95.24% 87.88% 96.67%
80 91.43% 95.65% 73.33%
100 94.29% 100.00% 80.00%
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Table 4.9: Performance at Hmax=3 and Tmax=15
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 92.38% 92.31% 80.00%
60 88.57% 72.50% 96.67%
80 94.29% 87.50% 93.33%
100 94.29% 96.15% 83.33%
Table 4.10: Performance at Hmax=3 and Tmax=20
Nmin Accuracy Precision Recall
40 89.52% 75.68% 93.33%
60 93.33% 84.85% 93.33%
80 91.43% 80.00% 93.33%
100 96.19% 90.62% 96.67%
Table 4.11: Comparison with other ML models
Model Accuracy Recall
Bekerom 0.902 Nil
Jamal et al. 0.947 0.857
Bussu et al. 0.661 0.622
Our ensemble 0.962 0.967















It should be pointed out that tree algorithms are usually fast to execute. It
is the case for the algorithm in this case as well. The computer used to run
the simulation is an AMD A10, which has 8 Gigabytes of RAM with 64 bits
and 1 Tera-byte of hard drive. Table 4.12 shows the tun time. As the height
of the tree increases, the time of computation rises accordingly. Overall, all
the cases could be completed within one minute, which is fast enough for ac-
tual real-time applications on a normal personal computer. This is for model
building. The actual diagnosis using the model occurs almost instantly.
4.3 Conclusion
Decision trees and regression methods are usually two different branches of
ML. In this work, they have been combined to exploit the advantages of
each. Randomisation is introduced at tree growth and forest creation. The
local prediction accuracies on the leaves are used to select a subset of the
test data for actual predictions. The ensemble combines trees and gives a
better performance than the individually best performing tree. ASD has been
studied with the proposed method in details, and the prediction accuracy of





The dataset used for the model was obtained from the mini-MIAS database of
the mammogram repository. The sizes of images in the dataset is 1024x1024.
The repository contained normal, benign and malignant mammograms. Be-
nign and malignant images were extracted from the dataset. Information
about the mammogram is stored in tabular form, with the first column de-
noting the MIAS database reference number, the second column background
tissue characteristics, the third column the class of abnormality, the fourth
the severity of abnormality, the fifth and sixth is the coordinates of the mid
point and the last column the radius of the circle enclosing the abnormality.
To train an object detection model, a bounding box of the classes had to be
created. The coordinates in columns five and six with the radius of the circle
were converted to a bounding box using a Python script. It was noted that
some circles where not properly positioned on the mammogram and these
were removed from the dataset. We then superimposed the bounding box
on the area where benign/malignant tissue was located to confirm proper
overlapping. The coordinates, along with class name, image name, and im-
age path were written into an xml file to prepare it for the Faster RCNN
tensorflow object detection model.
This chapter will briefly touch the work done on breast cancer because data
collection for a bigger local dataset is on going at a prominent Johannesburg
hospital. Section I discuss the dataset, section II discuss model development
and results. Section III concludes the chapter.
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5.2 Model development
A hundread and eleven images of benign and malignant mammograms were
obtained from the repository. The dataset was divided into 36 images for
testing and 75 images for training and converted to a Tfrecord format for
training. This is a small dataset for an object detection model but we went
ahead with the modelling.
The breast cancer data can be represented as D={ (xi,yi), i = 1, 2, 3 ..., N},
N is the number of instances contained in the data. Mammogram images that





xi is represented as a three dimensional matrix. The output y is binary and
equals {0, 1} 0 indicates a benign class and 1 a malignant one. The model
produces a bounding box and ŷ.
5.2.1 Faster RCNN
FRCNN which is a region based convolution neural network was first pro-
posed at UC Berkely in 2014 [147]. It reduces the number of regions consider
for training compared to a sliding window combing the entire image. This
is achieved because of a regional proposal network that determines likely
regions where an object would be located in the image. FRCNN performs
better than SSD_MobileNet which is why it was choosen for this task [148].
5.2.2 Result
Total loss for the model dropped below 0.03 and the average precision for
benign and malignant classes rose above the cutoff of 0.5mAP. The benign
achieved an mAP of 0.98 and malignant achieved 0.97mAP. The result for
this model can be seen in Figures6.2 - 5.4. The green bounding box in
Figure5.5 and Figure5.6 can be seen to overlap the ground truth in the red
circle.
5.3 Conclusion
This chapter is added to the thesis for sake of completness. From the result,
we can see that this is a very promising algorithm to diagnose breast can-
cer. The mean average precision achieved by the model is 0.97mAP. Using
a larger dataset, breast cancer diagnosis can be effectively modelled. Reti-
naNet, Yolo3 and Yolo4 are interesting object detection algorithms that could
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Total loss for the breast cancer model
Figure 5.1: Bottle recognition system.











Average precision for benign
Figure 5.2: Average precision for benign class.
be tested on the dataset.
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Average precision for malignant
Figure 5.3: Average precision for malignant class.











Mean average precision for breast cancer
 @0.5IOU
Figure 5.4: Mean average precision for breast cancer.
Figure 5.5: First tested result.
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Currently, most grocery stores and liquor stores use radio frequency identi-
fication and bar codes to identify their stocks. Commodities are manually
entered on their database and a scanner is used to scan them. There are
bars that have got rid of bartenders altogether and replaced them with au-
tomated wine dispensing machines [149]. These automated dispenser has its
own shortcomings such as high cost, and could also be manipulated. Remov-
ing the bartender completely has downsides. Most customers prefer a tradi-
tional bartender because of the little informal chats they have with them and
because they like some bar tricks, such as rolling of bottles bartenders per-
form to lighten the mood of the bar. Bartenders can also influence customers
to try a new brand of drinks they have in stock instead of their usual choice.
Although an automated wine inventory management system exists that rec-
ommends wine to customers, it cannot be compared to a human being [150].
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge AI and computer vision have never
been applied to solve the problem of taking inventory in a wine bar. Solving
these challenges will benefit bar owners and administrators greatly.
Application of AI in which ML is a subset of various aspect of people’s lives
becoming highly important. Examples of such sectors that have benefited
immensely from ML are banking, security, gaming, and engineering among
others. Other useful applications of ML are yet to be conceived. The hu-
man mind is the greatest gift given by God, the more we ponder a particular
problem, the more we reduce the error cost function in achieving it. Schol-
ars, hobbyist, engineers have tinkered with various ML techniques to solve
real-world problems of classification, clustering, and regression. These ML
Qing-Guo WANG and Adeola OGUNLEYE acknowledge the financial support of the
National Research Foundation of South Africa (Grant Number: 113340) and Oppenheimer
Memorial Trust grant, which partially funded this research work.
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techniques can be unsupervised, supervised, or semisupervised learning tech-
niques. The most commonly used is the unsupervised learning technique.
To run a profitable wine-bar, the business owner has to be proactive by
putting preventive measures in place. The problem stemming from running
a wine-bar is mostly man-made and can be checked adequately by control-
ling the inventory from when the truck drops the stock to when it is served
to customers in the bar. Nevertheless, there are several ways in which bar-
tenders and bar administrators such as managers can cheat the owner [151].
Highlighted below are of some of the challenges faced by wine bars:
• Human error: Most wine-bars prepare their inventory and do all other
bookkeeping manually. Human beings are prone to mistakes and absent-
mindedness when monitoring sequences of an event. This is why an AI
system should be developed to reduce human intervention in day-to-day
activities.
• Theft: According to an online article, theft, spillage and liquor wastage
accounts for 20% to 30% reduction in profit [15]. Common occurrences
in a wine bar are, bartenders giving a free drink to friends and rela-
tions, or bartenders taking a sip of an expensive brand of wine [16].
Aggregating all these misdemeanours can lead to loss of profit in the
long run for the business owners [17].
Several research has been undertaken by researchers on differentiating be-
tween bottles. Some have used less sophisticated methods, such as measuring
the height, texture, and composition of the bottles:
• Zhang et al. [152] made use of an open source library called OpenCV
to determine the ROIs for bottles. These ROIs were pre-processed and
segmented to determine the physical characteristics of the bottle, such
as height, diameter, and bottleneck positions. The physical character-
istics of the bottle were used to classify bottles using the Naive Bayes
model [152].
• Shahrani et al. [153] used SVM to classify the images of two plastic bot-
tles comprising polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) and non-PET. The
decision boundary for the SVM was based on the morphological char-
acteristics of the plastic bottles [153]. The accuracy of their approach
was greater than 90%.
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• Weitz and Chaudhari in [154] successfully classified 30 beer labels 97%
of the time. Their approach was based on a scale invariant feature
transform (SIFT) based image matching technique. One hundred beer
label images from breweries were pre-processed, reduced to 400x300
pixel and post-RANSAC SIFT feature were extracted from the Im-
ages [154]. The features were stored in the memory and compared to
a newer image of beer labels to determine how close the image were to
the features. The closer they were to the features, the more likely it
was that label would match the particular brand of beer [154]. The dif-
ference between the bottle recognition in the current study and that in
the literature surveyed is the use of deep learning convolutional neural
network (CNN), SSD_Mobilet for wine recognition. The input im-
age samples had to be cropped to 300x300 pixels before convolution.
Instead of training the model from scratch, the researcher leveraged
transferred learning, which required a lower number of image samples
and did not require powerful computing power. Another difference be-
tween our work and current literature on bottle recognition is that the
researcher in this study considers the bottles in a wine-bar setting and
that techniques such as SIFT and speeded up robust features (SURF)
are proprietary and not free, thus making them less desirable for the
current design.
• Feng et al. [155] used a statistical method of energy to binarise a medical
infusion bottle image. They further used the binary image on the image
segmentation through the Shen algorithm and the projection statistics
method. The Shen algorithm was finally used to smooth horizontal
projection image [155]. This resulted in automatic tracking of the fluid
level in real-time for a medical infusion bottle.
• Sing and Ker [156] designed an automatic fluid level detection system
using a micro-controller and infrared optical sensors. Their concept was
based on the difference of the optical transmittance of PET and wa-
ter, in which optical transmittance rate are high and low respectively.
They further concluded that for their system to perform effectively, the
optical spectrum range should be between 1350nm to and 1500nm.
On bottle level measurement, some of the literature surveyed worked on a
medical bottle and other techniques surveyed employed the use of optical
characteristics of the bottle to differentiate it. The researcher implemented
bottle level measurement from scratch, using a computer vision library called
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OpenCV. After determining the coordinates of the bottle, the researcher iso-
lated the colour of fluid in the bottle and devise a way to track the height of
the fluid level compared to the size of the bottle. Another difference between
the present work and current literature on bottle level measurement is that
specialised equipment such as infrared optical sensors used in [156] was com-
pared to a cheaper option of a camera used in the system design in this work.
This chapter proposes the use of SSD_MobileNet for object detection and
OpenCV to measure the length of the column of fluid in a wine bottle. This
system will be web-based and can be viewed with a web browser. The com-
bination of these two will go a long way in assisting a wine-bar manager in
taking inventory.
The contribution of this project could help solve the problem of bottle recog-
nition in a wine bar. Solutions are highlighted below:
• Bottle label recognition: This is the most important aspect of the
project. The ability of the system is developed to recognise brand
of liqour in front of the camera. The system does not need specialised
equipment to perform its task; a computer and most cameras is suffi-
cient enough. The system compared to other existing systems will be
developed to recognise wine bottles specifically in a wine-bar environ-
ment. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, there is no known
application of a state-of-the-art deep learning model such as CNN for
wine bottle recognition in a wine-bar situation.
• Bottle level: This is one of the most important aspects of this design.
The content of the bottle is measured in real-time using computer vi-
sion libraries. The main difference between bottle level measurement
in the study and current literature is that non-specialised equipment
such as a webcam can perform the task effectively. Incorporating bot-
tle recognition with automatic fluid level measurements gives enough
information about the situation on the shelf in real time. If the level of
drink is almost running out, the system can be fitted to send an E-mail
or text message informing the bar administrator.
• Making the system web-based: Websocket will be incorporated in the
system to allow bar administrators/owners to receive updates about
the number of brands of wine on the shelf, using only a web browser.
This allows the system to be remotely accessed from anywhere using
HTTP/HTTPS protocols.
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• Automated annotation of the bottle: Annotation is a very boring
and monotonous task to execute. When developing a model, for this
project, a specialised code was developed to draw a bounding-box
around the bottle and obtain coordinate of the object in the image
automatically. This reduces the stress of manually drawing boxes us-
ing annotation tools for the project.
This chapter is organised as follows: section I discusses the methodology used
to design the system for this project. Section II discusses the implementa-
tion and design which comprise the hardware and the software. Section III
discusses testing of the design. Section IV concludes the chapter.
6.1 Methodology
The first goal of this project is to detect a particular brand of liquor the cam-
era is focused. To accomplish that, the researcher had to gather an image
dataset using it with object detection convolution neural network architec-
ture. Consider a given dataset, D={ (xi,yi), i = 1, 2, ..., N}, where N is the





where xi is represented as a three dimensional matrix
with rows, column and the channel of the image (x ∈ RN×3). The colour
channel is the red, green and blue (R,G,B) component of the image and the
rows and columns are of the same dimension 300x300. Let the correspond-




, y is a
real-valued column-vector representing the label of the bottle on which one
wants to work.
yi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (6.1)
Object detection can be simplified to a classification problem, in which one
designs a model y = f(x) so that one can use xk to make prediction ŷ using
ŷ = f(xk).
6.1.1 Bottle label recognition
The MobileNet SSD is faster than YOLO (SSD) but less accurate as an R-
CNN architecture [157]. The confidence interval for the classes is calculated
and represented as a tuple of probabilities (c1, c2, ..., cp), where p represents
the number of classes. The SSD model is preceded by a non-maximum sup-
pression step to make final detection and reject noise (false detection) in the
model [157]. For object detection models the term intersection over union
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(IoU)is used, which is area of overlap by the bounding box with the area of
union with ground truth. To firmly establish confidence in the system, the
IoU with respect to ground truth for the bottle detection system is set at
greater than 0.9 to eliminate other less confident bounding boxes automat-
ically. Although, the image of input in Figure 6.1.1 is of size 300x300 the





Figure 6.1: Single-shot MultiBox Detector architecture [5].
The MobileNet model is based on pointwise convolution (1x1 convolution)
and depthwise convolution which is a factorised standard convolution [158].
The depthwise convolution uses a filter over the images and the pointwise
convolution uses a 1x1 convolution in conjunction with depthwise convolu-
tion [158]. The layers are separated into two by convolution, combining layer,
and the filtering layer. This greatly reduces the computation cost of model.
For a standard convolution, the equation is represented by (6.3).
The standard convolution produces DF × DF × N feature map G from an
input of DF × DF ×M feature map F [158]. DF is spatial width and height
of a feature map andM is the input depth while N is the output depth. The




Ki,j,m,n × Fk+i−1,l+j−1,m (6.3)
• G represents the output feature map
• F represents the input feature map
• K represents the input kernel which is a square kernel
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DF ×DF ×N ×M ×Dk ×Dk (6.4)
Using 6.3 for the combination of depthwise and pointwise convolution, the
computational cost for MobileNet was reduced compared to standard convo-
lution. This was simplified from 6.5 to 6.6 with a small reduction in model
accuracy.
DF ×DF ×M ×Dk ×Dk +DF ×DF ×M ×N








Table 6.1: MobileNet Body Architecture
Type/Stride Filter Shape Input Size
Conv/s2 3x3x3x32 224x224x3
Conv dw/s1 3x3x32 dw 112x112x32
Conv/s1 1x1x32x64 112x112x32
Conv dw/s2 3x3x64 dw 112x112x64
Conv /s1 3x3x128 dw 56x56x64
Conv dw/s1 3x3x128 dw 56x56x128
Conv /s1 1x1x128x128 56x56x128
Conv dw/s2 3x3x128 dw 56x56x128
Conv /s1 1x1x128x256 28x28x128
Conv dw/s1 3x3x256 dw 28x28x256
Conv /s1 1x1x256x256 28x28x256
Conv dw/s2 3x3x256 dw 28x28x256
Conv /s1 1x1x256x512 14x14x256
5x Conv dw /s1 3x3x512 dw 14x14x512
Conv / s1 1x1x512x512 14x14x512
Conv dw /s2 3x3x512 dw 14x14x512
Conv /s1 1x1x512x1024 7x7x512
Conv dw /s2 3x3x1024 dw 7x7x1024
Conv /s1 1x1x1024x1024 7x7x1024
Avg Pool /s1 Pool 7x7 7x7x1024
FC /s1 1024x1000 1x1x1024
Softmax /s1 Classifier 1x1x1000
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6.1.2 Bottle level recognition
After training model to recognise a bottle, the researcher proceeded to obtain
bounding box coordinates and perform some image segmentation to deter-
mine fluid level in the bottle. A Gaussian filter of 5x5 matrix was used to
filter out the noise and canny edge detection. After that, the contours of the
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∥∥I (xi)− I (x)∥∥)gs(∥∥(xi)− (x)∥∥) (6.11)
• Ifil: represents the filtered image.
• I: represents the image that one wants to filter.
• x: represents the coordinate of the pixel one wants to filter.
• Ω: is the window centered in x.
• gs: represents the spatial kernel for smoothing differences in coordi-
nates.
• fr: represent the of range kernel for smoothing differences in intensities.
• Wp: represents intensity difference and spatial closeness (Weight).
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Algorithms
The vector of colour is a three-dimensional vector which contains channels
R, G, B of value from (0, 255). The upper boundary of a particular colour
u =[u1, u2, u3]. For the image segmentation, works such as [159] [160] were
studied before coming up with a new algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Level of fluid in bottle
Input: The image of a bottle with fluid, upper bound colour of fluid is
denoted as u, lower bound of colour of fluid is denoted as vector l
Output: The approximate level of the drink as a ratio of height of bounding
box for bottle.
1: Determine (cx, cy, w, h) of a bottle using object detection (Mobile-Net
SSD)
2: Convert in the ROI to HSV
3: l ≤ I ≤ u
4: Use canny edge detection algorithm to determine the edges with reduced
noise kernel 6.7 to 6.9
5: Filter the images with equation 6.10 and 6.11
6: Get the contours of coloured segmentation
7: Choose the largest coordinate for the segmentation arg max (sx, sy, sw,
sh)
8: Level of fluid in bottle = Area(sx,sy ,sw,sh)
Area(cx,cy ,w,h)
9: In terms of height, level = ∆(sy ,sh)
∆(cy ,h)
6.2 Implementation
The hardware part of this project is a powerful computer enabled with a
graphical processing unit (GPU), a less powerful computer or a powerful
micro-controller and a camera. The software is divided into two types, soft-
ware on the powerful computer to train a model and software to read gen-
erated graph of the model, and other scripts for dataset preprocessing and
manipulation. The model software will be on a powerful desktop or lap-
top computer. The researcher considered CNN for image classification. The
state-of-the-art CNN models are computationally expensive to perform on an
embedded system. The researcher resorted to using lighter versions, either
be SqueezeNet or MobileNet. In a recently developed technique called trans-
ferred learning, a later stage of a powerful model can be coupled with one’s
data to train for more generalisation and more accurate models. The earlier
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stages of most CNN learn about trivial things such as curves, contours and
other lines. The deeper one transverses the CNN model the more complex
the image it learns. These lighter versions are less accurate compared to
the state-of-the-art ones such as ImageNet by Google but have more limited
footprints. The weight of final model will be used on an embedded system:
it has to be very light to ensure a fast processing and response time.
6.2.0.1 Camera module
The camera used for this design provides a means through which picture
frames are fed into the design. The camera that will be incorporated into
the system should be able to shoot coloured frames in, RGB format. A
computer vision library, OpenCV was used to connect the camera to the
image processing unit. The researcher’s local setup made use of webcam of
the computer in which the models, websocket, and database were contained.
An external camera such as Picamera, or a USB camera can be used for the
same purpose.
6.2.0.2 Processing unit
The researcher could not use a Raspberry PI 3, as intended for the running of
the system. It needed a moderately powerful computer to open and read the
SSD_MobileNet graph generated for the bottle recognition system. Other
parts of this design can run effectively on the Raspberry PI 3 (Websocket
and SQLite database). Running the design on a less powerful computer could
bring about lagging of images and freezing of the system which is not good for
a real-time application. The local computer used for this has a specification
of:
• 8 gigs of RAM
• AMD A10-4600M APU with Radeon(tm) HD Graphics
• size: 1400MHz
• capacity: 2300MHz
• width: 64 bits
• clock: 100MHz
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Figure 6.2: Bottle recognition system.
The main goals of designing an effective system that can automatically take
bottle inventory on a shelf are cost-effectiveness, power efficiency and deploy-
ability. The researcher had to narrow down several available technologies
that can help with the task considered in section I (bottle recognition and
wine level measurement in a bottle). The state-of-the-art technology which
is Google’s object detection API and OpenCV for the computer vision aspect
of the project. Testing of the system will be discussed extensively in section
IV.
Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the design.
6.2.1 Creating the dataset
To create a dataset, the researcher had to shoot a video of four brands of
liquor bottles (Famous Grouse, Ricard, Absolut Vodka and Bushmills) the
researcher intended to use for the model. For good generalisation of model,
the researcher had to shoot videos with different backgrounds for each bottle.
Since only the pictures of bottles were of importance, a Python script had to
be written to cut picture frames from the videos. For less than a one-minute
video, the researcher generated about 400 pictures of a particular brand and
stashed them into a repository named after that brand of a liquor bottle.
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The size of image frames for the dataset was set to 600x800 pixels. The
researcher manually inspected the pictures to remove blurred images, which
could adversely affect the performance of the model. The camera frames per
second was set at 30 fps and because of the still and slow movement of the
camera shooter, coupled with time settings for cutting picture frames from
video. The researcher discovered that five similar images or picture frames
were side-by-side in the dataset. To reduce this effect it was necessary to
write a Python script to remove the surplus images and to, re-orientate and
reshuffle the whole images dataset for each brand of liquor.
6.2.2 Creating SSD_MobileNet model for bottles
Several processes had to be carried out before a model for bottle recognition
could be created. These processes are highlighted and explained below:
6.2.2.1 Annotation
After creating and pre-processing images, the researcher performed annota-
tion. Annotation is essential to determine the coordinates and dimensions of
the object of interest in the image frame. This is accomplished by using a
free open source graphical interface tool named labelImg. LabelImg allowed
the researcher to draw a bounding box around the intended objects. This
generates an XML file containing the class name, image name, path to image,
coordinates and dimension of the image.
After annotation, the researcher combined all images and their corresponding
XML files of different liquor bottles into two folders and named them to
test and train. The number of images and their corresponding XML files
in the test to train folders occurs in the ratio 0.2 to 0.8 respectively. The
researcher used a Python script to convert XML files for the test and train
folders to CSV files containing name the of brand of liquor, name, and size
of frame, coordinates and dimension of the images. Lastly, before training
the model, the researcher converted CSV for train and test file to PASCAL
VOC format using another Python script. The two PASCAL VOC files were
named bottle_train.records and bottle_test.records for training and testing
respectively.
6.2.2.2 Automated annotation
Annotation is a very daunting and repetitive task that takes a lot of time;
in fact, 80% of the time to create a model. Automating the annotation pro-
cess was accomplished by training a very accurate bottle recognition model
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Figure 6.4: Bottle annotation.
and using it to map the coordinates of a bottle in an image. The accurate
model was manually annotated, which took long but, it was necessary to
do this only once. The researchers tried using default ms-coco model based
on SSD_MobileNet for the same purpose, but discovered that not all bot-
tle images in the folder were recognised. Accuracy of this setup was about
60% depending on the sharpness of images that was tested on. There was
a need for a more accurate all-weather type of model. A new dataset was
created from scratch, containing several types of bottles with different im-
age contrasts and backgrounds to improve the generalisation of model. The
researchers used model on the same dataset trained by the default ms-coco
SSD_MobileNet model and obtained 97% accuracy.
6.2.2.3 Model training
After PASCAL VOC had been generated, the researcher commenced train-
ing a model. To train model, it was necessary to use Google’s object de-
tection API that was recently released to the public. For object detection,
Google created a model zoo of 15 default models. The researcher wanted a
faster model that could be used on a less powerful computing device. Model
ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco fits the design specification for this study. It is
faster and generates a smaller graph compared to FRCNN models.
Training an object detection model from scratch takes time and significant
computing power. Using a pre-trained model such as ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco
makes the task easier because the training is initiated at a specific model
checkpoint. The first set of stages of a pre-trained model learns elementary
features such as lines and curves and as one transverses it, the complexity of
features learned increases.
For model, developed in the study, the researcher had to download the
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ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco zip file from the model zoo, unzip it and obtain
a pre-trained model which had 90 classes as default. The researcher had to
change the number of classes to four because of working on four brands of
liquor, and configured the necessary path for model to work, wrote a .pbtxt
file containing the name and id of the liqour bottle and initiated training
on the local machine. There are many parameters for the configuration of
the model; a few important ones, among others the learning rate and decay
steps, can be found in Table 6.2. Specifications of the computer used for
training are as follows:
• The GPU of the local machine is GTX 1070.
• It has a 16 GB of RAM.
• Contained Intel core-i7 processor.
As shown in Figure 6.5 below, each iteration steps took 0.16 seconds to exe-
cute on the computer. The researcher also tested the model on a laptop with
a specification of 8 gig ram and, AMD A10 processor without GPU enhance-
ment. Each iteration steps took 5 seconds to execute. The workstation is 30
times faster than the laptop computer.
As shown in Figure 6.6 - 6.8, the researcher discovered that the loss of model
decreased and the mean average precision (mAP) of model started rising.
The logloss and mAP are the two most important parameters to watch out
for because these give meaningful information about the model’s behaviour.
At about 3000 steps, the first graph of model was generated which is made
up of three model.ckpt files. We used a Python script to convert the three
model.ckpt files to .pb files which were needed for object detection.
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Figure 6.5: Training the model













Figure 6.6: Totalloss of the model.
6.2.2.4 Level of fluid in the bottle
Using open source computer vision libraries, the researcher was able to mea-
sure length of the column of fluid in a bottle. An attempt was made to test
the system with a transparent Fanta bottle. OpenCV was used to convert
the image to grayscale and a noise reduction technique was used for fair
smoothing the result. The contours of image were ranked to determine the
dimensions and coordinates of bottle in the image. The coordinates and di-
mensions of bottle in the image were extracted, and the colour of fluid in the
bottle was mapped to determine its dimensions thus, its height. The height
of column of fluid in the bottle "h" is as a ratio of the height of the bottle
"H". This can roughly monitor the level of drink in the bottle. Equation
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Figure 6.7: Average precision.











Mean Average Precision for the bottles
Figure 6.8: Mean average precision for the bottles.





















Figure 6.9: Classification loss.
Figure 6.10: Level in bottle.
Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks when using this technique:
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• Fluid colour: This method depends on the colour of fluid. Fluid have
different colours and that has to be catered for, making the technique
somewhat more complex. Some drinks are colourless in nature, it will
be challenging to working with these, unless one can use an infrared
camera that will map the bottle based on temperature around its sur-
face or the refractive properties of the images.
• Standardisation of level: No two drinks are equal. If one buys two
bottles of Fanta, the volume of fluid will differ slightly which affects
the variable H in (6.12). The H is not the same for two liquor bottles.
Standardising the whole system with a bottle of Fanta can cause other
bottles to register column length that is more than unity.
• Coloured bottle: This technique will work well with a transparent bot-
tle. It will be a daunting task to work with the column of fluid in an
opaque bottle because the fluid will not be visible to determine the
value of "h" in (6.12).
• Label on bottle: The label on a bottle can also further obstruct the
measurement of fluid in the bottle. A part of the bottle will be opaque
but only top and bottom level of the bottle could be measured. In some
cases, the full length of the bottle might even be covered with a paper
label thus, making it behave behaving like a completely opaque bottle.
Figure 6.11: 97% level in bottle.
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6.2.3 websocket, database and web-interface
After a satisfactory result had been obtained testing the model, the researcher
decided to create a web-interface and a database for the system. To design a
web-interface that can render what the camera is viewing, a webssocket that
allows bi-direction communication was implemented. The websocket does not
shutdown after a connection has been established. The Tornado websocket
was used which is a Python framework. The researchers designed a front-end
for the project by using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript for the look-and-feel,
and operating the system. SQLite was used for the database, which was also
written in Python. The researcher used a library in Python called Multi-
processing to allow concurrency. Multiprocessing allow the websocket and
database to simultaneously function to prevent the websocket from blocking
reading and writing the SQLite database. The model writes brand of liquor
bottle it sees into the database while the websocket reads it and render it
on the web interface. The address of web-interface is 127.0.0.1:8080, which
could also easily be ported to a public I.P address for deployment.
Figure 6.12: Websocket of the system loading the HTML, CSS and JS.
Figure 6.13: Web-interface of the system.
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6.3 Testing
To test the graph generated, the reseracher wrote a script making use of
Tensorflow libraries and OpenCV libraries. The graph generated at 3000
steps was not accurate and since the accuracy was below a specific threshold,
there was no bounding box on the image. Additional graphs were generated
at 5120 steps, 7400 steps, 11,030 steps, and 14,740 steps and so on to 200,000
steps. The accuracy of the model in detecting the brand of liquor used
increased significantly from 5000 steps to like 20000 steps. The researcher
also discovered that the best model was the one generated at 14,740 steps
because it could recognise each brand of liquor bottles accurately. Iterations
steps higher than 30,000 steps started over-fitting and deteriorating model
performance. The model started learning to see the glass material which was
common to three of the bottles.
Figure 6.14: Testing
6.4 Conclusion
The designed bottle recognition system was a success, although, a lot of
improvement on this system will make it robust and very accurate. Improve-
ment like using more data, and deploying it on a powerful computer, will go
a long way to increase speed of the system. An automated bottle recognition
system could be designed for a bar with minimal effort. The researcher also
used computer vision techniques to demonstrate that the level of fluid in a
bottle can be measured in real time. Coupling these two together will help






In this thesis, the researcher proposed a method that uses feature selecting
techniques that help select the best symptoms/features to diagnose CKD.
Other ML algorithms were tested on the dataset to evaluate their perfor-
mance without tuning parameters, XGBoost performed best. It formed a
base-line on which the final work was based. The researcher also scaled fea-
tures/symptoms down by half and was still able to create a very powerful
model to diagnose CKD. Parameter optimisation was carried out to learn the
optimal values that would yield the best result for the XGBoost model. This
was done by grid searching a wide range of values. The accuracy achieved
by both the full and reduced feature models was 1.0. A modified tree-based
algorithm was also proposed with its child node modelled with logistic regres-
sion. The splitting criterion for the tree was mean of column. For a height
of 1 the three generates two dataset left and right for each mean (The child
nodes). This created an ensemble of models that was later combined using
the majority vote. This technique helped to model different combinations of
the dataset and a localised expertise model was created. Some research was
carried out on breast cancer. This was done for sake of completeness of the
thesis. This is an on going project between the University of Johannesburg
and Maxeke Hospital. The researcher used an open sourced dataset of mam-
mogram with fewer instances to create a sample model. A mean average
precision of 0.97mAP was achieved on the mini-MIAS breast cancer dataset.
The researcher also used an object detection algorithm to detect and localise
the brand of liquor on a bar shelf. A fluid level detection algorithm was
created to monitor the level of fluid in a bottle using computer vision. The
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dataset used was created in house with a hand-held camera and converted
into frames. Automated annotation was also developed specifically for bottles
to reduce the stress and increase the speed of data creation and preprocessing.
A mean average precision (mAP) of above 0.95 was achieved on out dataset
using the MoblileNet object detection architecture.
7.2 Future Work
Because of space and time limitations, the researcher could not test all the
possibilities made available by the our models and system design. Other
methods could have been tested to serve as alternatives to our design. Several
other datasets on diseases are becoming open source to the public, leading
to a better way of modelling a disease. Moreover, newer algorithms such as
Capsule Network and better architecture of deep learning models are also
gaining attention. All these developments can work to the advantage of
researchers in the field.
7.2.1 CKD
• Feature selection: The researcher could have increased the number of
feature selection algorithms considered to more than three. This would
have yielded a wider perspective in selecting the most commonly im-
portant features to predict CKD.
• Dataset size: Increasing the size of dataset will greatly help with bet-
ter model generalisation. Exposing an algorithm to different situation
makes the model better and reduces the effect of false positives and
negatives.
• Image dataset: A categorical dataset of CKD patients is used in this
thesis. Image dataset of MRI scans are available that might give a
better generalisation in modelling kidney diseases. With deep learning
becoming accessible, this type of dataset could be used in the future.
• ML algorithms: The work on CKD examined a few algorithms. One
could expand the horizon by exploring more ML algorithms to model
the given dataset. The time and space complexity of ML algorithms on
the CKD could be examined to facilitate choosing the fastest algorithm.
This would be helpful if such a model could be deployed nation wide
because the faster an algorithm is the more money and time might be
saved in the long run.
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7.2.2 Tree algorithm for ASD
• Splitting criteria: Other centre tendency measures should be considered
apart from the mean used. A mixture of mean, median and mode to
make trees might improve the performance of an ensemble. This is
because a number of expert models can be created to diagnose diseases.
• Model: Logistic regression was used on the child node of the tree cre-
ated. One could try to use different ML algorithms, experimenting to
determine the performance differences of in the ensemble. Especially
algorithms that perform very well on fewer instances because of recur-
sive partitioning of dataset.
7.2.3 Breast cancer
There is a need to get a larger dataset for better generalisation of the breast
cancer detection model. A mean average precision of 0.97 mAP was achieved
by the model. There is also a need to test other alogrithms on the dataset
such as Yolo3, Yolo4 and Yolo5.
7.2.4 Automated wine bar
• Dataset size: Increasing the dataset will greatly improve the model’s
performance, but because of the computational constraint, the researcher
settled for moderate number of data that were sufficient for modelling.
• Algorithms: Due to computational constraint, the researcher had to
settle for MobileNet SSD architecture. A more accurate object detec-
tion algorithm such as FRCNN somewhat heavy for application in the
study and not as feasible during deployment owing to its noticeable
frame time lag on the CPU. Nevertheless, the researcher had access to
a GPU for training purposes, could not deployed because of the neg-
atives. Other algorithms such as YOLO3, RetinaNet and YOLO512
are recent architecture that could be tested on the dataset to com-
pare speed and computational space complexity and other important
criteria.
• Dataset quality: MobileNet SSD object detection uses the foreground
and background for modeling during learning. A diverse image dataset
has to be collected and properly processed to remove blurred images.
This will add different variation of backgrounds to reduce the number
of false positives.
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• Opaque bottle: The fluid level detection in this thesis was solely based
on transparent colourless bottles. It would be beneficial to extend or
review the whole algorithm to cater for partial or fully obstructed,
translucent and opaque bottles. Orange Fanta colour is the base colour
used by the vision algorithm, there is an need to add other colours to
the system and tweak the alogrithm to allow generalisation in the wild.
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